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Military History Anniversaries 16 thru 30 September 
 

Events in History over the next 15 day period that had U.S. military involvement or impacted in 

some way on U.S military operations or American interests 

 

 Third Friday of Sep – National POW/MIA day to pay tribute to the lives and contributions of the 

more than 83,000 Americans who are still listed as Prisoners of War or Missing in Action. 

 

 Sep 16 1776 – American Revolution:  The Battle of Harlem Heights restores American confidence   

»   General George Washington arrives at Harlem Heights, on the northern end of Manhattan, and 

takes command of a group of retreating Continental troops. The day before, 4,000 British soldiers had 

landed at Kip’s Bay in Manhattan (near present-day 34th Street) and taken control of the island, 

driving the Continentals north, where they appeared to be in disarray prior to Washington’s arrival. 

Casualties and losses: US 130 | GB 92~390. 
 

 
 

 Sep 16 1779 – American Revolution:  The 32 day Franco-American Siege of Savannah begins. 

Casualties and losses: US/FR 948 | GB 155. 

 

 Sep 16 1810 – Mexico:  Mexican War of Independence begins   »   Miguel Hidalgo y Costilla, a 

Catholic priest, launches the Mexican War of Independence with the issuing of his Grito de Dolores, 

or “Cry of Dolores,” The revolutionary tract, so-named because it was publicly read by Hidalgo in the 

town of Dolores, called for the end of 300 years of Spanish rule in Mexico, redistribution of land, and 

racial equality. Thousands of Indians and mestizos flocked to Hidalgo’s banner of the Virgin of 

Guadalupe, and soon the peasant army was on the march to Mexico City. 
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     In the early 19th century, Napoleon’s occupation of Spain led to the outbreak of revolts all across 

Spanish America. Miguel Hidalgo y Costilla–“the father of Mexican independence”–launched the 

Mexican rebellion with his “Cry of Delores,” and his populist army came close to capturing the 

Mexican capital. Defeated at Calderón in January 1811, he fled north but was captured and executed. 

He was followed by other peasant leaders, however, such as José María Morelos y Pavón, Mariano 

Matamoros, and Vicente Guerrero, who all led armies of native and racially mixed revolutionaries 

against the Spanish and the Royalists. 
 

     Ironically, it was the Royalists–made up of Mexicans of Spanish descent and other conservatives–

who ultimately brought about independence. In 1820, liberals took power in Spain, and the new 

government promised reforms to appease the Mexican revolutionaries. In response, Mexican 

conservatives called for independence as a means of maintaining their privileged position in Mexican 

society. 
 

     In early 1821, Agustín de Iturbide, the leader of the Royalist forces, negotiated the Plan of Iguala 

with Vicente Guerrero. Under the plan, Mexico would be established as an independent constitutional 

monarchy, the privileged position of the Catholic Church would be maintained, and Mexicans of 

Spanish descent would be regarded as equal to pure Spaniards. Mexicans of mixed or pure Indian 

blood would have lesser rights. 
 

     Iturbide defeated the Royalist forces still opposed to independence, and the new Spanish viceroy, 

lacking money, provisions, and troops, was forced to accept Mexican independence. On August 24, 

1821, Spanish Viceroy Juan de O’Donojú signed the Treaty of Córdoba, which approves a plan to 

make Mexico an independent constitutional monarchy. In 1822, as no Bourbon monarch to rule 

Mexico had been found, Iturbide was proclaimed the emperor of Mexico. However, his empire was 

short-lived, and in 1823 republican leaders Santa Anna and Guadalupe Victoria deposed Iturbide and 

set up a republic, with Guadalupe Victoria as its first president. 

 

 Sep 16 1893 – Westward Expansion:  Settlers race to claim land   »   The largest land run in 

history begins with more than 100,000 people pouring into the Cherokee Strip of Oklahoma 

to claim valuable land that had once belonged to Native Americans. With a single shot from 

a pistol the mad dash began, and land-hungry pioneers on horseback and in carriages raced 

forward to stake their claims to the best acres. 
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     Ironically, not many years before that same land had once been considered worthless 

desert. Early explorers of Oklahoma believed that the territory was too arid and treeless for 

white settlement, but several suggested it might be the perfect place to resettle Indians, whose 

rich and fertile lands in the southeast were increasingly coveted by Americans. The U.S. 

government later took this advice and began removing eastern Indian tribes like the Cherokee 

and Choctaw to Oklahoma Territory in 1817. No more eager than the whites to leave their 

green and well-watered lands for the arid plains, some Indians resisted and had to be 

removed by force-most tragically, the 4,000 Cherokee who died during the brutal overland 

march known appropriately as the “Trail of Tears.” 

 

      By 1885, a diverse mixture of Native American tribes had been pushed onto reservations 

in eastern Oklahoma and promised that the land would be theirs “as long as the grass grows 

and the water runs.” Yet even this seemingly marginal land did not long escape the attention 

of land-hungry Americans. By the late nineteenth century, farmers had developed new 

methods that suddenly made the formerly reviled Plains hugely valuable. Pressure steadily 

increased to open the Indian lands to settlement, and in 1889, President Benjamin Harrison 

succumbed and threw open large areas of unoccupied Indian lands to white settlement. The 

giant Cherokee Strip rush was only the largest of a series of massive “land runs” that began 

in the 1890s, with thousands of immigrants stampeding into Oklahoma Territory and 

establishing towns like Norman and Oklahoma City almost overnight. 

 

 Sep 16 1916 – WWI:  Hindenburg gives orders to strengthen the German defenses   »   One month 

after succeeding Erich von Falkenhayn as chief of the German army’s general staff, General Paul von 

Hindenburg orders the construction of a heavily fortified zone running several miles behind the active 

front between the north coast of France and Verdun, near the border between France and Belgium. 

This “semi-permanent” defense line, as Hindenburg called it, would be the last line of German 

defense; its aim was to brutally crush any Allied breakthrough on the Western Front in France before 

it could reach the Belgian or German frontier. The British referred to it as the Hindenburg Line, for its 

mastermind; it was known to the Germans as the Siegfried Line.  Allied troop would not breach it 

until the last days of September 1918, barely one month before the armistice.  
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 Sep 16 1940 – WW2:  United States imposes the draft   »   The Burke-Wadsworth Act is passed by 

Congress, by wide margins in both houses, and the first peacetime draft in the history of the United 

States is imposed. Selective Service was born. 
 

     The registration of men between the ages of 21 and 36 began exactly one month later, as Secretary 

of War Henry L. Stimson, who had been a key player in moving the Roosevelt administration away 

from a foreign policy of strict neutrality, began drawing draft numbers out of a glass bowl. The 

numbers were handed to the president, who read them aloud for public announcement. There were 

some 20 million eligible young men—50 percent were rejected the very first year, either for health 

reasons or illiteracy (20 percent of those who registered were illiterate). 
 

     In November 1942, with the United States now a participant in the war, and not merely a neutral 

bystander, the draft ages expanded; men 18 to 37 were now eligible. Blacks were passed over for the 

draft because of racist assumptions about their abilities and the viability of a mixed-race military. But 

this changed in 1943, when a “quota” was imposed, meant to limit the numbers of blacks drafted to 

reflect their numbers in the overall population, roughly 10.6 percent of the whole. Initially, blacks 

were restricted to “labor units,” but this too ended as the war progressed, when they were finally used 

in combat. 
 

     “Conscientious objector” status was granted to those who could demonstrate “sincerity of belief in 

religious teachings combined with a profound moral aversion to war.” Quakers made up most of the 

COs, but 75 percent of those Quakers who were drafted fought. COs had to perform alternate service 

in Civilian Public Service Camps, which entailed long hours of hazardous work for no compensation. 

About 5,000 to 6,000 men were imprisoned for failing to register or serve the nation in any form; 

these numbers were comprised mostly of Jehovah’s Witnesses By war’s end, approximately 34 

million men had registered, and 10 million served with the military. 

 

 Sep 16 1942 – WW2:  The Japanese base at Kiska in the Aleutian Islands is raided by American 

bombers 

 

 Sep 16 1943 – WW2:  The Allied invasion of Italy concludes when Heinrich von Vietinghoff, 

commander of the German Tenth Army, orders his troops to withdraw from Salerno. 

 

 Sep 16 1950 – Cold War:  United Nations essay contest angers Soviets   »   Soviet representatives 

condemn an essay writing contest sponsored by the United Nations. The incident, though small, 

indicated that the Cold War was as much a battle of words as a war of bombs and guns. 

 

 Sep 16 1950 – Korea:  The U.S. 8th Army breaks out of the Pusan Perimeter in South Korea and 

begins heading north to meet MacArthur's troops heading south from Inchon. 

 

 Sep 16 1960 – Vietnam War:  In a cable to Secretary of State Christian A. Herter, U.S. Ambassador 

in Saigon, Elbridge Durbrow analyzes two separate but related threats to the Ngo Dinh Diem regime, 

danger from demonstration or coup, predominantly “non-Communist” in origin; and the danger of a 
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gradual Viet Cong extension of control over the countryside. A period of political instability ensued 

during which there was a series of “revolving door” governments. 

 

 Sep 16 1967 – Vietnam War:  Siege of Con Thien Began. 

 

 Sep 16 1969 – Vietnam War:  Nixon announces the withdrawal of a further 35,000 troops   »   

President Richard Nixon announces the second round of U.S. troop withdrawals from Vietnam. This 

was part of the dual program that he had announced at the Midway conference on June 8 that called 

for “Vietnamization” of the war and U.S. troop withdrawals, as the South Vietnamese forces assumed 

more responsibility for the fighting. The first round of withdrawals was completed in August and 

totaled 25,000 troops (including two brigades of the 9th Infantry Division). There would be 15 

announced withdrawals in total, leaving only 27,000 U.S. troops in Vietnam by November 1972. 

 

 Sep 16 1972 – Vietnam War:  South Vietnamese troops recapture Quang Tri province in South 

Vietnam from the North Vietnamese Army.   

 

 Sep 16 2013 – Terrorism:  Gunman kills 12 in D.C. Navy Yard massacre   »   A 34-year-old man 

goes on a rampage at the Navy Yard in Washington, D.C., killing 12 people and wounding several 

others over the course of an hour before he is fatally shot by police. 

 

-o-o-O-o-o- 

 

 Sep 17 1775 – American Revolution:  The Invasion of Canada begins with the 47 day Siege of Fort 

St. Jean.  

 

 Sep 17 1778 – American Revolution:  The Treaty of Fort Pitt is signed. It is the first formal treaty 

between the United States and a Native American tribe (the Lenape or Delaware Indians).  

 

 Sep 17 1778 – American Revolution:  Indians and Loyalists burn German Flats, New York  »  

Mohawk Indian chief and British Loyalist leader Joseph Brant lead a force of 150 Iroquois Indians 

and 300 British Loyalists under the command of Captain William Caldwell in a surprise attack on the 

area of German Flats, New York. German Flats, now known as Herkimer, New York, was left 

virtually undefended by Patriot troops prior to the raid. The Indian and Loyalist raiders captured 

hundreds of head of cattle and sheep before setting fire to every house, barn and mill in German Flats. 

 

 Sep 17 1787 – American Revolution:  U.S. Constitution signed   »   Supporters of the document 

waged a hard-won battle to win ratification by the necessary nine out of 13 U.S. states. 
 

     The Articles of Confederation, ratified several months before the British surrender at Yorktown in 

1781, provided for a loose confederation of U.S. states, which were sovereign in most of their affairs. 

On paper, Congress–the central authority–had the power to govern foreign affairs, conduct war, and 

regulate currency, but in practice these powers were sharply limited because Congress was given no 

authority to enforce its requests to the states for money or troops. By 1786, it was apparent that the 

Union would soon break up if the Articles of Confederation were not amended or replaced. Five 
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states met in Annapolis, Maryland, to discuss the issue, and all the states were invited to send 

delegates to a new constitutional convention to be held in Philadelphia. 
 

 
 

     On May 25, 1787, delegates representing every state except Rhode Island convened at 

Philadelphia’s Pennsylvania State House for the Constitutional Convention. The building, which is 

now known as Independence Hall, had earlier seen the drafting of the Declaration of Independence 

and the signing of the Articles of Confederation. The assembly immediately discarded the idea of 

amending the Articles of Confederation and set about drawing up a new scheme of government. 

Revolutionary War hero George Washington, a delegate from Virginia, was elected convention 

president. 
 

     During an intensive debate, the delegates devised a brilliant federal organization characterized by 

an intricate system of checks and balances. The convention was divided over the issue of state 

representation in Congress, as more-populated states sought proportional legislation, and smaller 

states wanted equal representation. The problem was resolved by the Connecticut Compromise, 

which proposed a bicameral legislature with proportional representation in the lower house (House of 

Representatives) and equal representation of the states in the upper house (Senate). 
 

     On September 17, 1787, the Constitution was signed. As dictated by Article VII, the document 

would not become binding until it was ratified by nine of the 13 states. Beginning on 7 DEC, five 

states–Delaware, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Georgia, and Connecticut–ratified it in quick succession. 

However, other states, especially Massachusetts, opposed the document, as it failed to reserve 

undelegated powers to the states and lacked constitutional protection of basic political rights, such as 

freedom of speech, religion, and the press. In February 1788, a compromise was reached under which 

Massachusetts and other states would agree to ratify the document with the assurance that 

amendments would be immediately proposed. The Constitution was thus narrowly ratified in 

Massachusetts, followed by Maryland and South Carolina. On June 21, 1788, New Hampshire 

became the ninth state to ratify the document, and it was subsequently agreed that government under 

the U.S. Constitution would begin on March 4, 1789. In June, Virginia ratified the Constitution, 

followed by New York in July. 
 

     On September 25, 1789, the first Congress of the United States adopted 12 amendments to the 

U.S. Constitution–the Bill of Rights–and sent them to the states for ratification. Ten of these 

amendments were ratified in 1791. In November 1789, North Carolina became the 12th state to ratify 

the U.S. Constitution. Rhode Island, which opposed federal control of currency and was critical of 

compromise on the issue of slavery, resisted ratifying the Constitution until the U.S. government 
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threatened to sever commercial relations with the state. On May 29, 1790, Rhode Island voted by two 

votes to ratify the document, and the last of the original 13 colonies joined the United States. Today, 

the U.S. Constitution is the oldest written constitution in operation in the world. 

 

 Sep 17 1862 – Civil War:  The Allegheny Arsenal explosion results in the single largest civilian 

disaster during the war. 78 workers, mostly young women, were killed. Cause was officially unknown 

but it was speculated that the metal shoe of a horse had struck a spark which touched off loose 

powder 

 
Allegheny Arsenal Laboratory Building (circa 1870) and the Stone Road 

 

 Sep 17 1862 – Civil War:  Battle of Antietam breaks out   »   Beginning early on the morning of this 

day in 1862, Confederate and Union troops in the Civil War clash near Maryland’s Antietam Creek in 

the bloodiest single day in American military history. The Battle of Antietam marked the culmination 

of Confederate General Robert E. Lee’s first invasion of the Northern states. Guiding his Army of 

Northern Virginia across the Potomac River in early September 1862, the great general daringly 

divided his men, sending half of them, under the command of General Thomas “Stonewall” Jackson, 

to capture the Union garrison at Harper’s Ferry. 
 

     President Abraham Lincoln put Major General George B. McClellan in charge of the Union troops 

responsible for defending Washington, D.C., against Lee’s invasion. Over the course of September 15 

and 16, the Confederate and Union armies gathered on opposite sides of Antietam Creek. Fighting 

began in the foggy dawn hours of 17 SEP. As savage and bloody combat continued for eight hours 

across the region, the Confederates were pushed back but not beaten, despite sustaining some 15,000 

casualties. 
 

 
 

     By the time the sun went down, both armies still held their ground, despite staggering combined 

casualties–nearly 23,000 of the 100,000 soldiers engaged, including more than 3,600 dead. 

McClellan’s center never moved forward, leaving a large number of Union troops that did not 
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participate in the battle. On the morning of 18 SEP, both sides gathered their wounded and buried 

their dead which totaled 26,293 casualties. That night, Lee turned his forces back to Virginia. 

 

 Sep 17 1868 – Old West:   Cheyenne and Sioux decimate frontiersmen at Beecher's Island   »   Early 

in the morning a large band of Cheyenne and Sioux stage a surprise attack on Major George A. 

Forsyth and a volunteer force of 50 frontiersmen in Colorado. Retreating to a small sandbar in the 

Arikaree River that thereafter became known as Beecher’s Island, Forsyth and his men succeeded in 

repulsing three massed Indian charges. Thanks to the rapid fire capability of their seven-shot Spencer 

rifles, Forsyth’s volunteers were able to kill or wound many of the Indian attackers, including the war 

chief Roman Nose. But as evening came and the fighting temporarily halted, Forsyth found he had 22 

men either dead or wounded, and he estimated the survivors were surrounded by a force of 600 

Indians. The whites faced certain annihilation unless they could somehow bring help. Two men-Jack 

Stilwell and Pierre Trudeau-volunteered to attempt a daring escape through the Indian lines and 

silently melted into the night. 
 

 
 

     The battle raged for five more days. Forsyth’s effective fighting force was reduced to ten men 

before the Indians finally withdrew, perhaps reasoning that they had inflicted enough damage. Miles 

from help and lacking wagons and horses, Forsyth knew that many of his wounded would soon be 

dead if they didn’t get help. Fortunately, on 25 SEP, the 10th Cavalry-one of the Army’s two African-

American units nicknamed the “Buffalo Soldiers”-came riding to their rescue with a field ambulance 

and medical supplies. Miraculously, Stilwell and Trudeau had managed to make it through the Sioux 

and Cheyenne and bring help. Thanks to their bravery and the timely arrival of the Buffalo Soldiers, 

the lives of many men were saved. 

 

 Sep 17 1900 – Philippine American War: Filipinos under Juan Cailles defeat Americans under 

Colonel Benjamin F. Cheatham at Mabitac, Laguna.  

 

 Sep 17 1902 – Latin America Interventions:  U.S. troops are sent to Panama to keep train lines 

open over the isthmus as Panamanian nationals struggle for independence from Colombia.  

 

 Sep 17 1916 – WWI:  Manfred von Richthofen shoots down his first plane   »   The Red Baron, 

shoots down his first enemy plane over the Western Front. By the end of 1916, Richthofen had 
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downed 15 enemy planes. The following year, he surpassed all flying-ace records on both sides of the 

Western Front. 

 

 Sep 17 1917– WWI:  The German Army recaptures the Russian Port of Riga from Russian forces. 

 

 Sep 17 1939 – WW2:  Soviet Union invades Poland  »  Soviet Foreign Minister Vyacheslav Molotov 

declares that the Polish government has ceased to exist, as the U.S.S.R. exercises the “fine print” of 

the Hitler-Stalin Non-aggression pact—the invasion and occupation of eastern Poland. 
 

 
 

     Hitler’s troops were already wreaking havoc in Poland, having invaded on the first of the month. 

The Polish army began retreating and regrouping east, near Lvov, in eastern Galicia, attempting to 

escape relentless German land and air offensives. But Polish troops had jumped from the frying pan 

into the fire—as Soviet troops began occupying eastern Poland. The Ribbentrop-Molotov Non-

aggression Pact, signed in August, had eliminated any hope Poland had of a Russian ally in a war 

against Germany. Little did Poles know that a secret clause of that pact, the details of which would 

not become public until 1990, gave the U.S.S.R. the right to mark off for itself a chunk of Poland’s 

eastern region. The “reason” given was that Russia had to come to the aid of its “blood brothers,” the 

Ukrainians and Byelorussians, who were trapped in territory that had been illegally annexed by 

Poland. Now Poland was squeezed from West and East—trapped between two behemoths. Its forces 

overwhelmed by the mechanized modern German army, Poland had nothing left with which to fight 

the Soviets. 
 

     As Soviet troops broke into Poland, they unexpectedly met up with German troops who had fought 

their way that far east in a little more than two weeks. The Germans receded when confronted by the 

Soviets, handing over their Polish prisoners of war. Thousands of Polish troops were taken into 

captivity; some Poles simply surrendered to the Soviets to avoid being captured by the Germans. The 

Soviet Union would wind up with about three-fifths of Poland and 13 million of its people as a result 

of the invasion. 

 

 Sep 17 1939 – WW2:  Soviet Union invades Poland   »   Soviet Foreign Minister Vyacheslav 

Molotov declares that the Polish government has ceased to exist, as the U.S.S.R. exercises the “fine 

print” of the Hitler-Stalin Non-aggression pact—the invasion and occupation of eastern Poland. 
 

     Hitler’s troops were already wreaking havoc in Poland, having invaded on the first of the month. 

The Polish army began retreating and regrouping east, near Lvov, in eastern Galicia, attempting to 

escape relentless German land and air offensives. But Polish troops had jumped from the frying pan 

into the fire—as Soviet troops began occupying eastern Poland. The Ribbentrop-Molotov Non-
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aggression Pact, signed in August, had eliminated any hope Poland had of a Russian ally in a war 

against Germany.  
 

     Little did Poles know that a secret clause of that pact, the details of which would not become 

public until 1990, gave the U.S.S.R. the right to mark off for itself a chunk of Poland’s eastern 

region. The “reason” given was that Russia had to come to the aid of its “blood brothers,” the 

Ukrainians and Byelorussians, who were trapped in territory that had been illegally annexed by 

Poland. Now Poland was squeezed from West and East—trapped between two behemoths. Its forces 

overwhelmed by the mechanized modern German army, Poland had nothing left with which to fight 

the Soviets. 
 

     As Soviet troops broke into Poland, they unexpectedly met up with German troops who had 

fought their way that far east in a little more than two weeks. The Germans receded when confronted 

by the Soviets, handing over their Polish prisoners of war. Thousands of Polish troops were taken 

into captivity; some Poles simply surrendered to the Soviets to avoid being captured by the 

Germans.  The Soviet Union would wind up with about three-fifths of Poland and 13 million of its 

people as a result of the invasion. 

 

 Sep 17 1944– WW2:    British airborne troops parachute into Holland to capture the Arnhem Bridge 

as part of Operation Market-Garden. The plan called for the airborne troops to be relieved by British 

troops, but they were left stranded and eventually surrendered to the Germans. 

 

 Sep 17 1957 – Cold War:  Louis Armstrong cancels trip to Russia   »   The famous African-

American jazz musician, angrily announces that he will not participate in a U.S. government-

sponsored tour of the Soviet Union. Armstrong was furious over developments in Little Rock, 

Arkansas, where mobs of white citizens and armed National Guardsmen had recently blocked the 

entrance of nine African-American students into the all-white Central High School. 
 

 
Elizabeth Eckford is surrounded by a white crowd after she was denied entrance to Little Rock Central  

High School, Sept. 4, 1957 

 

 Sep 17 1970 – Vietnam War:  People’s Revolutionary Government presents a new peace plan   »   

At the Paris talks, in exchange for the withdrawal of all U.S. and Allied forces by June 30, 1971, 

communist forces promised to refrain from attacking the departing troops and also offered to begin 

immediate negotiations on the release of POWs once the withdrawal was agreed to. The PRG 

statement demanded the purge of South Vietnam’s top three leaders which was a major inhibitor to 

any meaningful negotiation.  
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 Sep 17 1972 – Vietnam War:  POW’s – Three U.S. pilots are released by Hanoi. They were the first 

POWs released since 1969. North Vietnamese officials cautioned the United States not to force the 

freed men to “slander” Hanoi, claiming that “distortions” about Hanoi’s treatment of POWs from a 

previous release of prisoners in 1969 caused Hanoi to temporarily suspend the release of POWs. The 

conditions for their release stipulated that they would not do anything to further the U.S. war effort in 

Indochina. The rest of the POWs were released in March 1973 as part of the agreement that led to the 

Paris Peace Accords. 

 

 Sep 17 1976 – Cold War:  NASA publicly unveils its first space shuttle, the Enterprise, during a 

ceremony in Palmdale, California. Development of the aircraft-like spacecraft cost almost $10 

billion and took nearly a decade. 

 

 Sep 17 1978 – Egypt*Israel:  Camp David Accords are signed  »  At the White House in 

Washington, D.C., Egyptian President Anwar el-Sadat and Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin 

sign the Camp David Accords, laying the groundwork for a permanent peace agreement between 

Egypt and Israel after three decades of hostilities. The accords were negotiated during 12 days of 

intensive talks at President Jimmy Carter’s Camp David retreat in the Catoctin Mountains of 

Maryland. The final peace agreement–the first between Israel and one of its Arab neighbors–was 

signed in March 1979. Sadat and Begin were jointly awarded the 1978 Nobel Peace Prize for their 

efforts. 

 
 

     A state of war had existed between Egypt and the State of Israel since the establishment of Israel 

in 1948. In the first three Arab-Israeli wars, Israel decisively defeated Egypt. As a result of the 1967 

war, Israel occupied Egypt’s Sinai Peninsula, the 23,500-square-mile peninsula that links Africa with 

Asia. When Anwar el-Sadat became Egyptian president in 1970, he found himself leader of an 

economically troubled nation that could ill afford to continue its endless crusade against Israel. He 

wanted to make peace and thereby achieve stability and recovery of the Sinai, but after Israel’s 

stunning victory in the 1967 war it was unlikely that Israel’s peace terms would be favorable to 

Egypt. So Sadat conceived of a daring plan to attack Israel again, which, even if unsuccessful, might 

convince the Israelis that peace with Egypt was necessary. 
 

     In 1972, Sadat expelled 20,000 Soviet advisers from Egypt and opened new diplomatic channels 

with Washington, which, as Israel’s key ally, would be an essential mediator in any future peace 
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talks. Then, on October 6, 1973, Egyptian and Syrian forces launched a joint attack against Israel. It 

was Yom Kippur, the holiest day of the year for Jews, and Israeli forces were taken entirely by 

surprise. It took more than a week for Israel to beat back the impressive Arab advances. A U.S. airlift 

of arms aided Israel’s cause, but President Richard Nixon delayed the emergency military aid for 

seven days as a tacit signal of U.S. sympathy for Egypt. In November, an Egyptian-Israeli cease-fire 

was secured by the United States. 
 

      Although Egypt had again suffered military defeat against its Jewish neighbor, the initial Egyptian 

successes greatly enhanced Sadat’s prestige in the Middle East and provided him with an opportunity 

to seek peace. In 1974, the first of two Egyptian-Israeli disengagement agreements providing for the 

return of portions of the Sinai to Egypt were signed, and in 1975 Sadat traveled to the United States to 

discuss his peace efforts and seek American aid and investment. 
 

     When talks with Israel stalled, Sadat made a dramatic journey to Jerusalem in November 1977 and 

spoke before the Israeli Knesset (Parliament). In September 1978, President Jimmy Carter invited 

Sadat and Israeli Prime Minister Begin to the presidential retreat at Camp David, Maryland, where 

dual peace accords were hammered out under the direction of Carter. Signed on 17 SEP, the historic 

agreements provided for complete Israeli evacuation from the Sinai, laid the groundwork for the 

signing of a final peace agreement, and outlined a broader framework for achieving peace in the 

Middle East. 
 

     Sadat and Begin received the Nobel Peace Prize, and on March 29, 1979, a permanent peace 

agreement was signed that closely resembled the Camp David Accords. The treaty ended the state of 

war between the two countries and provided for the establishment of full diplomatic and commercial 

relations. Although Sadat was greatly praised in the West, he was widely condemned in the Arab 

world. In 1979, Egypt was expelled from the Arab League, and internal opposition to his policies led 

to domestic crises. On October 6, 1981, Sadat was assassinated by Muslim extremists in Cairo while 

viewing a military parade commemorating the Yom Kippur War. Despite Sadat’s death, the peace 

process continued under Egypt’s new president, Hosni Mubarak. In 1982, Israel fulfilled the 1979 

peace treaty by returning the last segment of the Sinai Peninsula to Egypt. Egyptian-Israeli peace 

continues today. 

 

-o-o-O-o-o- 

 

 Sep 18 1776 – American Revolution:  Washington reports to Congress on Battle of Harlem Heights  

»  General George Washington writes to the president of the Continental Congress, John Hancock, 

reporting on the Battle at Harlem Heights and relaying the unfortunate news of the death of Captain 

Thomas Knowlton. Despite the American failure to stop the British invasion of New York City the 

previous day at Kip’s Bay, the successful Battle of Harlem Heights restored public confidence in the 

American troops and lifted the spirits of the Continental Army. The Americans and British each lost 

approximately 70 troops in the fighting. 

 

 Sep 18 1783 – Washington D.C:  Capitol cornerstone is laid » George Washington lays the 

cornerstone to the United States Capitol building, the home of the legislative branch of American 

government. The building would take nearly a century to complete, as architects came and went, the 

British set fire to it and it was called into use during the Civil War. 
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 Sep 18 1846 – Old West:  The struggling Donner Party sends ahead to California for food   »  

Weeks behind schedule and the massive Sierra Nevada mountains still to be crossed the 89 members 

of the ill-fated Donner party realize they are running short of supplies and send two men ahead to 

California to bring back food. A month after the two men had left for California, one returned with 

the desperately needed provisions as well as two Indian guides to help lead the party on the final stage 

of the trip through the Sierras. 

 

 Sep 18 1862 – Civil War:  McClellan lets Lee retreat from Antietam   »   Confederate General 

Robert E. Lee’s army pulls away from Antietam Creek, near Sharpsburg, Maryland, and heads back 

to Virginia. The day before, at the Battle of Antietam, Lee’s force had engaged in the bloodiest one-

day battle of the Civil War against the army of General George B. McClellan. The armies struggled to 

a standstill, but the magnitude of losses forced Lee to abandon his invasion of Maryland. 
 

 
 

     The significance of the battle was not Lee’s withdrawal, but McClellan’s lack of pursuit. When 

Lee settled into a defensive line above Antietam Creek on 16 SEP, he had only about 43,000 troops. 

McClellan had around 50,000 in position on 17 SEP, with many more on the way. 
 

     On 18 SEP, the armies remained in their positions without fighting. By this point, Lee was highly 

vulnerable. His army had its back to the Potomac River, just a few miles away, and a quarter of his 

force had been lost in the previous day’s battle. And after more than two weeks of marching, his men 

were tired. McClellan, on the other hand, welcomed thousands of additional troops on 18 SEP. But, 

although he outnumbered Lee’s troops by almost three times, McClellan did not pursue Lee. In fact, 

despite constant urging from President Abraham Lincoln and Chief of Staff Henry Halleck, 

McClellan did not move toward Virginia for over a month. McClellan overestimated the size of Lee’s 

force, assuming that Lee had nearly 100,000 troops in his command, and insisted that the fall of 
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Harpers Ferry, Virginia, on 15 SEP allowed an additional 40,000 Confederate troops—in his inflated 

estimation—to fight at Antietam. 
 

     In McClellan’s defense, it should be noted that his soldiers were extremely fatigued after the Battle 

of Antietam, which was the bloodiest day of the war. It would be difficult to rally them for another 

attack; but certainly not impossible. Instead, Lee was allowed to escape with his command intact. A 

chance to destroy the Confederate Army of Northern Virginia was lost, and the war lasted another 

two and a half years. 

 

 Sep 18 1918 – WWI:  Battle of Epehy  »  Near the French village of Epehy the British 4th Army 

attacks German forward outposts in front of the Hindenburg Line, Germany’s last line of defense on 

the Western Front during World War I, with a creeping artillery barrage from approximately 1,500 

guns, as well as 300 machine guns. Although the Germans held steady on both flanks, they were 

soundly defeated in the center by the Allied advance, led by two Australian divisions. By the end of 

the day, the Allies had advanced some three miles, a modest result that nonetheless encouraged the 

British commander in chief and his fellow commanders to proceed with further attacks to capitalize 

on the emerging German weaknesses. 

 

 Sep 18 1939 – WW2:  The Nazi propaganda radio program Germany Calling, with a host nicknamed 

"Lord Haw-Haw", began broadcasting to audiences in the United Kingdom and the United States. 

Broadcasts continued until 30 APR 1945 when Hamburg was overrun by the British Army. 

 

 Sep 18 1945 – WW2:  MacArthur in Tokyo   »   General Douglas MacArthur moves his command 

headquarters to Tokyo as he prepares for his new role as architect of a democratic and capitalist 

postwar Japan.   

 

 Sep 18 1947 – U.S. Air Force:  The USAF becomes an independent service.  

 

 Sep 18 1960 – Cold War:  Castro arrives in New York   »   Fidel Castro arrives in New York City as 

the head of the Cuban delegation to the United Nations. Castro’s visit stirred indignation and 

admiration from various sectors of American society, and was climaxed by his speech to the United 

Nations on 26 SEP. 
 

 
 

     By the time Castro arrived in New York City in September 1960, relations between the United 

States and Cuba were rapidly deteriorating. Since taking power in January 1959, Castro had infuriated 

the American government with his policies of nationalizing U.S. companies and investments in Cuba. 
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Some American officials, such as Vice President Richard Nixon, believed that Castro was leaning 

perilously toward communism. (Castro did not publicly proclaim his adherence to communism until 

late-1961, when he declared that he was a “Marxist-Leninist”.) In March 1960, President Dwight D. 

Eisenhower ordered the CIA to begin training Cuban exiles to overthrow Castro’s regime. When the 

United States suspended the import of Cuban sugar in 1960, Castro’s government turned to the Soviet 

Union for economic assistance. The Russians were happy to oblige. 
 

     In September 1960, Castro led a delegation to New York City to address the United Nations 

General Assembly. He and his entourage caused an immediate sensation by deciding to stay at the 

Theresa Hotel in Harlem. While there, Castro met with a number of African-American leaders, 

including Malcolm X from the Nation of Islam and the poet Langston Hughes. On 26 SEP, Castro 

delivered a blistering attack on what he termed American “aggression” and “imperialism.” For over 

four hours, Castro lambasted U.S. policy toward Cuba and other nations in Latin America, Asia, and 

Africa. The United States, he declared, had “decreed the destruction” of his revolutionary 

government. 
 

     Castro’s visit and lengthy public denunciation marked the final breaking point in relations between 

the U.S. and Cuba. In January 1961, the Eisenhower administration severed all diplomatic relations 

with Cuba. In April 1961, just a short time after taking office, President John F. Kennedy ordered the 

Bay of Pigs invasion, and the Cuban exile force, armed and trained by the CIA, landed in Cuba. The 

attack was a fiasco. Castro’s power in Cuba was solidified by his Bay of Pigs victory over the 

American “imperialists.” Castro remained the undisputed leader of the communist government in 

Cuba for over four decades; meanwhile, relations between the United States and Cuba remained 

strained. In late July 2006, an unwell Fidel Castro temporarily ceded power to his younger brother 

Raul. Fidel Castro officially stepped down in February 2008. In 2015, relations between the U.S. and 

Cuba were finally normalized, with the opening of embassies and diplomatic missions in both 

countries and the easing of travel restrictions. Castro died on November 25, 2016, at 90. 

 

 Sep 18 1964 – Vietnam War:  North Vietnamese Army begins infiltration   »   South Vietnamese 

officials claim that two companies from the North Vietnamese army have invaded South Vietnam. A 

battle resulted in Quang Tri Province, just south of the Demilitarized Zone, but the North 

Vietnamese forces were defeated with heavy casualties. Since North Vietnamese main force units 

had not been seen in South Vietnam before, U.S. military advisers questioned whether these were 

actually North Vietnamese troops, but in fact Hanoi had ordered its forces to begin infiltrating to the 

South. This marked a major change in the tempo and scope of the war in South Vietnam and resulted 

in President Lyndon Johnson committing U.S. combat troops. 

 

 Sep 18 1964 – Vietnam:  U.S. destroyers’ fire on hostile targets. 

 

 Sep 18 1969 – Vietnam War:  Antiwar protestors announce that they will organize a 36-hour 

“March Against Death” to take place in Washington in November; there will be a simultaneous rally 

in San Francisco. This effort was led by Dr. Benjamin Spock and 10 other representatives of the New 

Mobilization Committee to End the War in Vietnam. 
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 Sep 18 1976 – Cold War:  Mao Zedong funeral   »   More than one million people gather at the 

Great Hall of the People in Beijing for the funeral of Mao Zedong, the leader of the Chinese 

Communist Party and chairman of the People’s Republic of China since 1949. Mao, who died on 

September 9, 1976, at the age of 82, was born on December 26, 1893, to a peasant family in the 

Hunan province of central China. Trained to be a teacher, he helped found the Chinese Communist 

Party in 1921. After they claimed victory in a civil war with the nationalist party following WWII, 

Mao founded the People’s Republic of China and became its leader. 
 

 
 

     During an eight-day mourning period after his death, more than 1 million people paid their 

respects, as Mao’s body, in a flag-draped coffin, lay in state. At the start of the 30-minute public 

funeral in Tiananmen Square, a three-minute moment of silence was observed in honor of the leader, 

with reports that nearly all of China’s 800 million residents stood in silent tribute. The ceremony 

included music from an army band that played a funeral march, China’s national anthem and the 

Communist “Internationale” and was televised live to the nation, which was a Chinese broadcast first. 

No foreign leaders were allowed to attend the service or the mourning period. 
 

     Hua Guofeng, China premier and Communist party first vice chairman who served as Mao’s 

immediate successor, delivered the eulogy. "It was under Chairman Mao's leadership that the disaster-

plagued Chinese nation rose to its feet," he said. "The Chinese people love, trust and esteem 

Chairman Mao from the bottom of their hearts.” 

 

-o-o-O-o-o- 

 

 Sep 19 1777 – American Revolution:  Arnold and Gates argue at First Battle of Saratoga  »  In the 

early morning hours of this day in 1777, British General John Burgoyne launches a three-column 

attack against General Horatio Gates and his American forces in the First Battle of Saratoga, also 

known as the Battle of Freeman’s Farm. 
 

      Coming under heavy cannon fire from the approaching British troops, General Gates initially 

ordered the Northern Army to be patient and wait until the British neared before launching a counter-

attack. General Gates’ second in command, American Brigadier General Benedict Arnold, strongly 

disagreed with Gates’ orders and did not hesitate to share his opinion with his superior. After arguing 

for several hours, General Arnold was finally able to convince Gates to order American troops onto 

the battlefield to meet the center column of the approaching British, and to dispatch a regiment of 

riflemen to intercept the British right flank. 
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     Although the Americans were able to inflict severe casualties on the British, the delay in ordering 

a counter-attack forced the Americans to fall back. During the five-hour battle, the Americans lost 

approximately 280 troops killed, while the British suffered a more severe loss of more than 550 

killed. 
 

     Due to their heated argument and disagreement over military decisions at the First Battle of 

Saratoga, General Gates removed General Arnold as his second in command. Arnold continued to 

feel slighted by the army he served, and in 1780, he betrayed the Patriot cause by offering to hand 

over the Patriot-held fort at West Point, New York, to the British. With West Point in their control, 

the British would have controlled the critical Hudson River Valley and separated New England from 

the rest of the colonies. Arnold’s wife, Margaret, was a Loyalist and would not have objected to his 

plans. However, his plot was foiled, and Arnold, the hero of the early battles of Ticonderoga and 

Saratoga, became the most famous traitor in American history. He continued to fight on the side of 

the British and, after the war, returned to Britain, where he died destitute in London in 1801. 

 

 Sep 19 1862 – Civil War: Union forces defeat Rebels at the Battle of Iuka   »   Union troops under 

General William Rosecrans defeat a Confederate force in northern Mississippi. The Battle was part of 

a Confederate attempt to prevent General Ulysses S. Grant from reinforcing General Don Carlos 

Buell in central Tennessee. Casualties and losses: US 790 | CSA 1,516. 
 

 
 

 Sep 19 1863 – Civil War: Two day Battle of Chickamauga begins   »   In Georgia, the two-day Battle 

of Chickamauga begins as Union troops under George Thomas clash with Confederates under Nathan 

Bedford Forrest. 

 

 Sep 19 1918 – WWI:  American troops of the Allied North Russia Expeditionary Force receive their 

baptism of fire near the town of Seltso against Soviet forces.  
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 Sep 19 1918 – WWI:  British offensive begins in Palestine  »  British forces renew their offensive 

against the Turkish lines north of Jerusalem, beginning with the capture of Megiddo, the city 

mentioned in the Bible as the site of the Battle of Armageddon. 

 

 Sep 19 1941 – WW2:  Germans bombard Leningrad  »  As part of their offensive campaign in the 

Soviet Union, German bombers blast through Leningrad’s antiaircraft defenses, and kill more than 

1,000 Russians 
 

     Hitler’s armies had been in Soviet territory since June. An attempt by the Germans to take 

Leningrad (formerly St. Petersburg) in August by a massive panzer invasion had failed. Hitler had 

wanted to decimate the city and hand it over to an ally, Finland, who was attacking Russia from the 

north. But Leningrad had created an antitank defense sufficient to keep the Germans at bay—and so a 

siege was mounted. German forces surrounded the city in an attempt to cut it off from the rest of 

Russia. (Finland eventually stopped short of an invasion of Leningrad, happy just to recapture 

territory it had lost to the Soviet invasion in 1939.) 
 

     The halt of the German land attack and the withdrawal of the panzer divisions to be used 

elsewhere did not stop the Luftwaffe from continuing to raid the city. (“The Fuhrer has decided to 

have St. Petersburg wiped off the face of the Earth,” declared Hitler to his generals.) The air attack of 

the 19th was particularly brutal; many of those killed were already recuperating from battle wounds in 

hospitals, which were hit by German bombs. 
 

     The siege of Leningrad would last a total of 872 days and would prove devastating to the 

population. More than 650,000 Leningrad citizens died in 1942 alone, from starvation, exposure, 

diseases, and artillery shelling from German positions outside the city. The only route by which 

supplies could enter the city was via Lake Ladoga, which entailed sleds negotiating ice during the 

winter. But the resources that got through were only enough to prolong the suffering of the 

Leningraders. Even tales of cannibalism began leaking out of the city. Soviet forces were finally 

successful in breaking the siege in January 1944, pushing the Germans 50 miles from the city. 
 

     Among those trapped in the city was an air-raid warden born in St. Petersburg named Dimitri 

Shostakovich, who wrote his Seventh Symphony during the siege. He was eventually evacuated and 

able to perform his masterwork in Moscow. The U.S. premiere of the piece raised relief funds for the 

desperate Russians. 

 

 Sep 19 1944 – WW2:  The 88 day Battle of Hürtgen Forest between United States and Nazi Germany 

begins. Casualties and losses: US 33,000 - Ger 28,000. 

 

 Sep 19 1948 – Cold War:  Moscow announces it will withdraw soldiers from Korea by the end of 

the year. 

 

 Sep 19 1955 – Argentina:  Peron deposed in Argentina   »   After a decade of rule, Argentine 

President Juan Domingo Peron is deposed in a military coup. Peron, a demagogue who came to 

power in 1946 with the backing of the working classes, became increasingly authoritarian as 

Argentina’s economy declined in the early 1950s. His greatest political resource was his charismatic 

wife, Eva “Evita” Peron, but she died in 1952, signaling the collapse of the national coalition that had 
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backed him. Having antagonized the church, students, and others, he was forced into exile by the 

military in September 1955. He settled in Spain, where he served as leader-in-exile to the 

“Peronists”–a powerful faction of Argentines who remained loyal to him and his system. 
 

 
 

     Born into a lower middle class family in 1895, Juan Domingo Peron built a career in the army, 

eventually rising to the rank of colonel. In 1943, he was a leader of a group of military conspirators 

that overthrew Argentina’s ineffectual civilian government. Requesting for himself the seemingly 

minor cabinet post of secretary of labor and social welfare, he began building a political empire based 

in the labor unions. By 1945, he was also vice president and minister of war in the military regime. 
 

       In 1945, Peron oversaw the return of political freedoms in the country, but this led to unrest and 

mass demonstrations by opposition groups. Peron’s enemies in the navy seized the opportunity and 

had him arrested on October 9. Labor unions organized strikes and rallies in protest of his 

imprisonment, and Peron’s beautiful paramour, the radio actress Eva Duarte, was highly effective in 

enlisting the public to the cause. On October 17, Peron was released, and that night he addressed a 

crowd of some 300,000 people from the balcony of the presidential palace. He vowed to lead the 

people to victory in the coming presidential election. Four days later, Peron, a widower, married Eva 

Duarte, or Evita, as she became affectionately known. 
 

      In the subsequent presidential campaign, Peron suppressed the liberal opposition, and his Labor 

Party won a narrow, but complete, election victory. President Peron removed political opponents 

from their positions in the government, courts, and schools, nationalized public services, and 

improved wages and working conditions. Although he restricted constitutional liberties, he won 

overwhelming support from the masses of poor workers, whom Evita Peron called los descamisados, 

or the “shirtless ones.” Evita served an important role in the government, unofficially leading the 

Department of Social Welfare and taking over her husband’s role as caretaker of the working classes. 

She was called the “First Worker of Argentina” and “Lady of Hope,” and was instrumental in 

securing passage of a woman suffrage law. 
 

     In 1950, Argentina’s postwar export boom tapered off, and inflation and corruption grew. After 

being reelected in 1951, Peron became more conservative and repressive and seized control of the 

press to control criticism of his regime. In July 1952, Evita died of cancer, and support for President 

Peron among the working classes became decidedly less pronounced. His attempt to force the 

separation of church and state was met with considerable controversy. In June 1955, church leaders 
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excommunicated him, encouraging a clique of military officers to plot his overthrow. On September 

19, 1955, the army and navy revolted, and Peron was forced to flee to Paraguay. In 1960, he settled in 

Spain. 
 

     Meanwhile, a string of civilian and military governments failed to resolve Argentina’s economic 

troubles. The memory of Peron’s regime improved with time, and Peronismo became the most 

powerful political force in the country. In 1971, the military regime of General Alejandro Lanusse 

announced his intention to restore constitutional democracy in 1973, and Peron was allowed to visit 

Argentina in 1972. In March 1973, Peronists won control of the government in national elections, and 

Peron returned in June amid great public excitement and fighting among Peronist factions. 
 

     In October 1973, Peron was elected president in a special election. His wife, Isabel Peron, an 

Argentine dancer he married in 1961, was elected vice president. She was much resented by millions 

still devoted to the memory of Evita Peron. 
 

     Economic troubles continued in Peron’s second presidency and were made worse by the Arab oil 

embargo of 1973 and an outbreak of foot-and-mouth disease that devastated Argentina’s beef 

industry. When Peron died on July 1, 1974, his wife became president of a nation suffering from 

inflation, political violence, and labor unrest. In March 1976, she was deposed in an air-force-led 

coup, and a right-wing military junta took power that brutally ruled Argentina until 1982. 

 

 Sep 19 1957 – Cold War:  First-ever underground nuclear explosion  »   The United States 

detonates a 1.7 kiloton nuclear weapon in an underground tunnel at the Nevada Test Site (NTS), a 

1,375 square mile research center located 65 miles north of Las Vegas. The test, known as Rainier, 

was the first fully contained underground detonation and produced no radioactive fallout. A modified 

W-25 warhead weighing 218 pounds and measuring 25.7 inches in diameter and 17.4 inches in length 

was used for the test. Rainier was part of a series of 29 nuclear weapons and nuclear weapons safety 

tests known as Operation Plumbbob that were conducted at the NTS between May 28, 1957, and 

October 7, 1957. 
 

 
 

     In December 1941, the U.S. government committed to building the world’s first nuclear weapon 

when President Franklin Roosevelt authorized $2 billion in funding for what came to be known as the 

Manhattan Project. The first nuclear weapon test took place on July 16, 1945, at the Trinity site near 

Alamogordo, New Mexico. A few weeks later, on August 6, 1945, with the U.S. at war against Japan, 

President Harry Truman authorized the dropping of an atomic bomb named Little Boy over 

Hiroshima, Japan. Three days later, on 9 AUG, a nuclear bomb called Fat Man was dropped over 

Nagasaki. Two hundred thousand people, according to some estimates, were killed in the attacks on 

the two cities and on August 15, 1945, Japan surrendered to the Allied Powers. 

http://www.atomicarchive.com/Photos/LANL/image52.shtml
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     1957’s Operation Plumbbob took place at a time when the U.S. was engaged in a Cold War and 

nuclear arms race with the Soviet Union. In 1963, the U.S. signed the Limited Test Ban Treaty, which 

banned nuclear weapons testing in the atmosphere, underwater and outer space. A total of 928 tests 

took place at the Nevada Test Site between 1951 and 1992, when the U.S. conducted its last 

underground nuclear test. In 1996, the U.S signed the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty, which 

prohibits nuclear detonations in all environments. 

 

 Sep 19 1959 – Cold War:  Khrushchev barred from visiting Disneyland   »   In one of the more 

surreal moments in the history of the Cold War, Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev explodes with anger 

when he learns that he cannot visit Disneyland. The incident marked the climax of Khrushchev’s day 

in Los Angeles, one that was marked by both frivolity and tension. 
 

     Khrushchev arrived in the United States on 15 SEP for an extended visit and a summit meeting 

with President Dwight D. Eisenhower. The Soviet leader indicated a desire to see Hollywood and a 

visit was arranged. On 19 SEP, Khrushchev and his wife arrived in Los Angeles. The day began 

pleasantly enough, with a tour of the Twentieth Century Fox Studios in Hollywood. The Soviet 

premier was taken on to the sound stage for the movie “Can-Can” and was immediately surrounded 

by the cast of the film, including Shirley MacLaine and Juliet Prowse. MacLaine greeted Khrushchev 

in broken Russian and then attempted to engage the premier in an impromptu dance. Khrushchev 

jovially begged off and then stood by while the cast members performed a number from the film. 

Frank Sinatra was brought in to serve as an unofficial master of ceremonies for the visit, and he later 

lunched with an obviously delighted Khrushchev. 
 

 
 

     Things began to unravel when Twentieth Century Fox President Spyros P. Skouras introduced 

Khrushchev at Los Angeles Town Hall. Almost immediately, Skouras, who was an ardent 

anticommunist, irritated Khrushchev by referring to the premier’s famous statement that Russia 

would “bury” capitalism. Skouras declared that Los Angeles was not particularly interested in 

“burying” anyone, but would meet the challenge if posed. Khrushchev’s famous temper quickly 

flared. He charged that Skouras’s remarks were part of a campaign to heckle him during his trip to 

America. The plan, Khrushchev suggested, was to needle him, “rub” America’s strength in his face, 

and make him “a little shaky in the knees.” Addressing Skouras directly, Khrushchev stated, “If you 

want to go on with the arms race, very well. We accept that challenge. As for the output of rockets–
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well, they are on the assembly line. This is a most serious question. It is one of life or death, ladies 

and gentlemen. One of war and peace.” 
 

     Khrushchev’s anger increased when he learned that he would not be allowed to visit Disneyland. 

Government authorities feared that the crowds would pose a safety hazard for the premier. 

Khrushchev, still fuming about the debate with Skouras, exploded. “And I say, I would very much 

like to go and see Disneyland. But then, we cannot guarantee your security, they say. Then what must 

I do? Commit suicide? What is it? Is there an epidemic of cholera there or something? Or have 

gangsters taken hold of the place that can destroy me?” Khrushchev left Los Angeles the next 

morning. 
 

      From photo ops with Shirley MacLaine to a heated debate with the head of a movie studio and a 

childish outburst about not being allowed into Disneyland, Khrushchev’s day in Los Angeles was full 

of activity. The Soviet leader continued his trip through California without further incident and 

returned to Washington for his meeting with Eisenhower. 

 

 Sep 19 1966 – Vietnam War:  Pressure mounts against continued U.S. involvement in Vietnam   »   

The Johnson administration and its handling of the war in Vietnam comes under attack from several 

quarters. A group of 22 eminent U.S. scientists, including seven Nobel laureates, urged the President 

to halt the use of antipersonnel and anti-crop chemical weapons in Vietnam.  

 

 Sep 19 1969 – Vietnam War:  Nixon cancels draft calls for November and December   »   President 

Nixon announces the cancellation of the draft calls for November and December. He reduced the 

draft call by 50,000 (32,000 in November and 18,000 in December). This move accompanied his twin 

program of turning the war over to the South Vietnamese concurrent with U.S. troop withdrawals and 

was calculated to quell antiwar protests by students returning to college campuses after the summer. 

 

 Sep 19 1994 – Latin America Interventions: U.S. forces land in Haiti » Operation Uphold 

Democracy began. 20,000 U.S. troops land unopposed to oversee the country’s transition to 

democracy. 

 

 Sep 19 2006 – Thailand:  A military coup in Bangkok revokes Thailand’s constitution and 

establishes martial law. 

 

-o-o-O-o-o- 

 

 Sep 20 1565 – Spain*France:  First European battle on American soil   »   Spanish forces under 

Pedro Menéndez de Avilés capture the French Huguenot settlement of Fort Caroline, near present-day 

Jacksonville, Florida. The French, commanded by Rene Goulaine de Laudonniere, lost 135 men in 

the first instance of colonial warfare between European powers in America. Most of those killed were 

massacred on the order of Aviles, who allegedly had the slain hanged on trees beside the inscription 

“Not as Frenchmen, but as heretics.” Laudonniere and some 40 other Huguenots escaped. 
 

     In 1564, the French Huguenots (Protestants) had settled on the Banks of May, a strategic point on 

the Florida coast. King Philip II of Spain was disturbed by this challenge to Spanish authority in the 

New World and sent Pedro Menéndez de Avilés to Florida to expel the French heretics and establish a 
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Spanish colony there. In early September 1565, Aviles founded San Augustin on the Florida coast, 

which would later grow into Saint Augustine–the oldest city in North America. Two weeks later, on 

20 SWP, he attacked and destroyed the French settlement of Fort Caroline. The decisive French 

defeat encouraged France to refocus its colonial efforts in America far to the north, in what is now 

Quebec and Nova Scotia in Canada. 

 

 Sep 20 1777 – American Revolution:  Redcoats kill sleeping Americans in Paoli Massacre  »  In the 

evening near Paoli, Pennsylvania, General Charles Grey and nearly 5,000 British soldiers launch a 

surprise attack on a small regiment of Patriot troops commanded by General Anthony Wayne in 

what becomes known as the Paoli Massacre. Not wanting to lose the element of surprise, Grey 

ordered his troops to empty their muskets and to use only bayonets or swords to attack the sleeping 

Americans under the cover of darkness. 
 

     With the help of a Loyalist spy who provided a secret password and led them to the camp, 

General Grey and the British launched the successful attack on the unsuspecting men of the 

Pennsylvania regiment, stabbing them to death as they slept. It was also alleged that the British 

soldiers took no prisoners during the attack, stabbing or setting fire to those who tried to surrender. 

Before it was over, nearly 200 Americans were killed or wounded. The Paoli Massacre became a 

rallying cry for the Americans against British atrocities for the rest of the Revolutionary War. 
 

      Less than two years later, Wayne became known as “Mad Anthony” for his bravery leading an 

impressive Patriot assault on British cliff-side fortifications at Stony Point on the Hudson River, 12 

miles from West Point. Like Grey’s attack at Paoli, Wayne’s men only used bayonets in the 30-

minute night attack, which resulted in 94 dead and 472 captured British soldiers. 

 

 Sep 20 1863 – Civil War:  Confederates score a victory at the Battle of Chickamauga  »  In one of 

the bloodiest battles of the war, the Confederate Army of Tennessee drives the Union Army of the 

Cumberland back into Chattanooga, Tennessee, from Chickamauga Creek in northern Georgia. 

Although technically a Confederate victory, the battle had little long-term effect on the military 

situation in the region. 
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 Sep 20 1863 – Civil War:  The Battle of Chickamauga ends  »  Union troops under George Thomas 

prevent the Union defeat at Chickamauga from becoming a rout, earning him the nickname “the Rock 

of Chickamauga.” in the most significant Union defeat in the Western Theater of the War.  Casualties 

and losses: US 16,170 | CSA 18,454. 

 

 Sep 20 1943 – WWII:  British launch Operation Source  »  British submarines attempt to sink the 

German battleship Tirpitz as it sits in Norwegian waters, as Operation Source gets underway. The 

Tirpitz was the second largest battleship in the German fleet (after the Bismarck) and a threat to 

Allied vessel movement through Arctic waters. 

 

 Sep 20 1963 – Cold War:  Kennedy proposes joint mission to the moon   »   An optimistic and 

upbeat President John F. Kennedy suggests in a speech that the Soviet Union and the United States 

cooperate on a mission to mount an expedition to the moon. The proposal caught both the Soviets and 

many Americans off guard. Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko applauded Kennedy’s speech 

and called it a “good sign,” but refused to comment on the proposal for a joint trip to the moon. 

 

 Sep 20 1965 – Vietnam:  Seven U.S. planes are downed in one day. 

 

 Sep 20 1968 – Vietnam War:  U.S. officials defend use of defoliants   »    U.S. military spokesmen at 

a news conference in Saigon, claim that the use of the agents in selected areas of South Vietnam had 

neither appreciably altered the country’s ecology, nor produced any harmful effects on human or 

animal life. ' 

 

 Sep 20 1972 – Vietnam War:  U.S. planes mine waters in northern Quang Tri   »   The USAF 

reveals that U.S. planes have been mining the coastal rivers and canals of northern Quang Tri 

province below the DMZ, the first mining of waterways within South Vietnam. 

 

 Sep 20 1984 – U.S.*Lebanon:  A suicide car bomber attacks the US embassy in Beirut, Lebanon, 

killing 22. 
 

 
 

 Sep 20 2000 – England:  The British MI6 Secret Intelligence Service building in London is attacked 

by an unidentified group using an RPG-22 anti-tank missile.  

 

 Sep 20 2001 – Terrorism:  US Pres. George W. Bush, addressing a joint session of Congress, 

declares a “war on terror.  
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 Sep 20 2008 – Terrorism:   A truck loaded with explosives detonates by Marriott hotel in Islamabad, 

Pakistan, killing 45 and injuring 226.  

 

 Sep 20 2011 – U.S. Military:  The United States ends its "Don't Ask, Don't Tell" policy, allowing 

gay men and women to serve openly for the first time. 

 

-o-o-O-o-o- 

 

 Sep 21 1776 – American Revolution:  Part of New York City is burned shortly after being occupied 

by British forces.  

 

 Sep 21 1779 – American Revolution:  On this day in 1779, the Louisiana governor and Spanish 

military officer Bernardo de Galvez, with the aide of American troops and militia volunteers, captures 

the British post and garrison at Baton Rouge, located in what was then British-controlled West 

Florida. 

 

 Sep 21 1780 – American Revolution:  Benedict Arnold commits treason  »   During the American 

Revolution, American General Benedict Arnold meets with British Major John Andre to discuss 

handing over West Point to the British, in return for the promise of a large sum of money and a high 

position in the British army. The plot was foiled and Arnold, a former American hero, became 

synonymous with the word “traitor.” 
 

 
 

     Arnold was born into a well-respected family in Norwich, Connecticut, on January 14, 1741. He 

apprenticed with an apothecary and was a member of the militia during the French and Indian War 

(1754-1763). He later became a successful trader and joined the Continental Army when the 

Revolutionary War broke out between Great Britain and its 13 American colonies in 1775. When the 

war ended in 1783, the colonies had won their independence from Britain and formed a new nation, 

the United States. 
 

     During the war, Benedict Arnold proved himself a brave and skillful leader, helping Ethan Allen’s 

troops capture Fort Ticonderoga in 1775 and then participating in the unsuccessful attack on British 

Quebec later that year, which earned him a promotion to brigadier general. Arnold distinguished 

himself in campaigns at Lake Champlain, Ridgefield and Saratoga, and gained the support of George 

Washington. However, Arnold had enemies within the military and in 1777, five men of lesser rank 

were promoted over him. Over the course of the next few years, Arnold married for a second time and 

he and his new wife lived a lavish lifestyle in Philadelphia, accumulating substantial debt. The debt 
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and the resentment Arnold felt over not being promoted faster were motivating factors in his choice to 

become a turncoat. 
 

     In 1780, Arnold was given command of West Point, an American fort on the Hudson River in 

New York (and future home of the U.S. military academy, established in 1802). Arnold contacted Sir 

Henry Clinton, head of the British forces, and proposed handing over West Point and his men. On 21 

SEP of that year, Arnold met with Major John Andre and made his traitorous pact. However, the 

conspiracy was uncovered and Andre was captured and executed. Arnold, the former American 

patriot, fled to the enemy side and went on to lead British troops in Virginia and Connecticut. He later 

moved to England, though he never received all of what he’d been promised by the British. He died 

in London on June 14, 1801. 
 

 

 Sep 21 1904 – Westward Expansion:  Nez Perce War of 1877   »   The remarkable Nez Perce leader 

Chief Joseph dies on the Colville reservation in northern Washington at the age of 64. The whites had 

described him as superhuman, a military genius, an Indian Napoleon. But in truth, the Nez Perce 

Chief Him-mah-too-yah-lat-kekt (“Thunder Rolling Down from the Mountains”) was more of a 

diplomat than a warrior. 

 
 

     Chief Joseph-as non-Indians knew him-had been elected chief of the Wallowa band of Nez Perce 

Indians when he was only 31. For six difficult years the young leader struggled peacefully against the 

whites who coveted the Wallowa’s fertile land in northeastern Oregon. In 1877, General Howard of 

the U.S. Army warned that if the Wallowa and other bands of the Nez Perce did not abandon their 

land and move to the Lapwai Reservation within 30 days, his troops would attack. While some of the 

other Nez Perce chiefs argued they should resist, Chief Joseph convinced them to comply with the 

order rather than face war, and he led his people on a perilous voyage across the flood-filled Snake 

and Salmon River canyons to a campsite near the Lapwai Reservation. But acting without Chief 

Joseph’s knowledge, a band of 20 young hotheaded braves decided to take revenge on some of the 

more offensive white settlers in the region, sparking the Nez Perce War of 1877. 
 

     Chief Joseph was no warrior, and he opposed many of the subsequent actions of the Nez Perce war 

councils. Joseph’s younger brother, Olikut, was far more active in leading the Nez Perce into battle, 

and Olikut helped them successfully outsmart the U.S. Army on several occasions as the war ranged 

over more than 1,600 miles of Washington, Idaho, and Montana territory. Nonetheless, military 

leaders and American newspapers persisted in believing that since Chief Joseph was the most 

prominent Nez Perce spokesman and diplomat, he must also be their principal military leader. 
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     By chance, Chief Joseph was the only major leader to survive the war, and it fell to him to 

surrender the surviving Nez Perce forces to Colonel Nelson A. Miles at the Bear Paw battlefield in 

northern Montana in October 1877. “From where the sun now stands,” he promised, “I will fight no 

more forever.” Chief Joseph lived out the rest of his life in peace, a popular romantic symbol of the 

noble “red men” who many Americans admired now that they no longer posed any real threat. 
 

 

 Sep 21 1917 – WWI:  Central Powers respond to Papal Peace Note » Austria-Hungary and 

Germany make separate replies to the proposal issued by Pope Benedict XV at the beginning of the 

previous month calling for an immediate armistice between the Allied and Central Powers in World 

War I.   Unfortunately for Benedict, none of the belligerent nations were inclined to accept a peace 

along the lines that he had suggested. In fact, Germany and the Allies both saw the Vatican as 

prejudiced toward the other, and neither was at that point prepared to accept anything less than a 

complete victory. 

 

 Sep 21 1929 – Soviet Union*Manchuria:  Fighting between China and the Soviet Union breaks out 

along the Manchurian border. 

 

 Sep 21 1936 – PreWW2:    The German army holds its largest maneuvers since 1914. 

 

 Sep 21 1939 – PreWW2:  Neutrality Act Embargo   »   President Franklin Delano Roosevelt appears 

before Congress and asks that the Neutrality Acts, a series of laws passed earlier in the decade, be 

amended. Roosevelt hoped to lift an embargo against sending military aid to countries in Europe 

facing the onslaught of Nazi aggression. 

 

 Sep 21 1941 – WW2:  The German Army cuts off the Crimean Peninsula from the rest of the Soviet 

Union. 

 

 Sep 21 1942 – WW2:  British forces attack the Japanese in Burma. 

 

 Sep 21 1942 – U.S. Air Force:  The Superfortress takes flight   »   The U.S. B-29 makes its debut 

flight in Seattle, Washington. It was the largest bomber used in the war by any nation. The B-29 was 

conceived in 1939 by Gen. Hap Arnold, who was afraid a German victory in Europe would mean the 

United States would be devoid of bases on the eastern side of the Atlantic from which to 

counterattack.  

 

 Sep 21 1944 – WW2:  U.S. troops of the 7th Army, invading Southern France, cross the Meuse 

River.  

 

 Sep 21 1949 – Cold War:  Mao Zedong outlines the new Chinese government   »  At the opening of 

the Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference in Peking, Mao Zedong announces that the 

new Chinese government will be “under the leadership of the Communist Party of China.” 
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     The September 1949 conference in Peking was both a celebration of the communist victory in the 

long civil war against Nationalist Chinese forces and the unveiling of the communist regime that 

would henceforth rule over China. Mao and his communist supporters had been fighting against what 

they claimed was a corrupt and decadent Nationalist government in China since the 1920s. Despite 

massive U.S. support for the Nationalist regime, Mao’s forces were victorious in 1949 and drove the 

Nationalist government onto the island of Taiwan. In September, with cannons firing salutes and 

ceremonial flags waving, Mao announced the victory of communism in China and vowed to establish 

the constitutional and governmental framework to protect the “people’s revolution.” 
 

     In outlining the various committees and agencies to be established under the new regime, Mao 

announced that “Our state system of the People’s Democratic Dictatorship is a powerful weapon for 

safeguarding the fruits of victory of the people’s revolution and for opposing plots of foreign and 

domestic enemies to stage a comeback. We must firmly grasp this weapon.” He denounced those who 

opposed the communist government as “imperialistic and domestic reactionaries.” In the future, 

China would seek the friendship of “the Soviet Union and the new democratic countries.” Mao also 

claimed that communism would help end reputation as a lesser-developed country. “The era in which 

the Chinese were regarded as uncivilized is now over. We will emerge in the world as a highly 

civilized nation.” On October 1, 1949, the People’s Republic of China was formally announced, with 

Mao Zedong as its leader. He would remain in charge of the nation until his death in 1976. 

 

 Sep 21 1961 – U.S. Army:  Maiden flight of the CH–47 Chinook transportation helicopter. 

 

 Sep 21 1961 – Vietnam War:  5th Special Forces Group is activated at Fort Bragg   »   The Special 

Forces were formed to organize and train guerrilla bands behind enemy lines. President John F. 

Kennedy, a strong believer in the potential of the Special Forces in counterinsurgency operations, 

visited the Special Warfare Center at Fort Bragg to review the program and authorized the Special 

Forces to wear the headgear that became their symbol, the Green Beret. 

 

 Sep 21 1967 – Vietnam War:  Thai troops arrive in Saigon   »   Gen. William Westmoreland, 

commander of U.S. Military Assistance Command Vietnam, welcomes 1,200 Thai troops as they 

arrive in Saigon. By 1969, Thai forces in Vietnam would number more than 12,000. 
 

-o-o-O-o-o- 
 

 Sep 22 1711 – Indian Wars:  The Tuscarora War begins in present–day North Carolina between the 

British, Dutch, and German settlers and the Tuscarora Native Americans. A treaty was signed on 11 

FEB 1715. 
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 Sep 22 1776 – American Revolution:  Patriot executed for spying   »   Nathan Hale was an 

American soldier and spy for the Continental Army during the American Revolutionary War.  After it 

began in 1775, he joined a Connecticut militia and was elected first lieutenant within five months. His 

militia unit participated in the Siege of Boston, but Hale remained behind. It has been suggested that 

he was unsure as to whether he wanted to fight, or whether he was hindered because his teaching 

contract in New London did not expire until several months later, in July 1775. 
 

 
 

      On July 4, 1775, Hale received a letter from his classmate and friend Benjamin Tallmadge, who 

had gone to Boston to see the siege for himself. He wrote to Hale, "Was I in your condition, I think 

the more extensive service would be my choice. Our holy Religion, the honor of our God, a glorious 

country, & a happy constitution is what we have to defend."  Tallmadge's letter was so inspiring that, 

several days later, Hale accepted a commission as first lieutenant in the 7th Connecticut Regiment 

under Colonel Charles Webb of Stamford. Nathan Hale was also a part of Knowlton's Rangers, the 

first organized intelligence service organization of the United States of America, led by LTC Thomas 

Knowlton. 
 

     In the following spring, the army moved to Manhattan Island to prevent the British from taking 

over New York City. In September, General Washington was desperate to determine the location of 

the imminent British invasion of Manhattan Island. To that end, Washington needed a spy behind 

enemy lines, and Hale was the only volunteer.  He volunteered for an intelligence-gathering mission 

in New York City but was captured by the British and executed. Hale has long been considered an 

American hero and in 1985, he was officially designated the state hero of Connecticut. Captain 

Nathan Hale is hanged as a spy by the British in New York City.  His last words are reputed to have 

been, "I only regret that I have but one life to give for my country."  

 

 Sep 22 1862 – Civil War:  Emancipation Proclamation is announced   »   President Abraham 

Lincoln issues a preliminary Emancipation Proclamation, which sets a date for the freedom of more 

than 3 million black slaves in the United States and recasts the Civil War as a fight against slavery. 
 

     When the Civil War broke out in 1861, shortly after Lincoln’s inauguration as America’s 16th 

president, he maintained that the war was about restoring the Union and not about slavery. He 

avoided issuing an anti-slavery proclamation immediately, despite the urgings of abolitionists and 

radical Republicans, as well as his personal belief that slavery was morally repugnant. Instead, 

Lincoln chose to move cautiously until he could gain wide support from the public for such a 

measure. 
 

     In July 1862, Lincoln informed his cabinet that he would issue an emancipation proclamation but 

that it would exempt the so-called border states, which had slaveholders but remained loyal to the 
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Union. His cabinet persuaded him not to make the announcement until after a Union victory. 

Lincoln’s opportunity came following the Union win at the Battle of Antietam in September 1862. On 

22 SEP, the president announced that slaves in areas still in rebellion within 100 days would be free. 
 

 
 

     On January 1, 1863, Lincoln issued the final Emancipation Proclamation, which declared “that all 

persons held as slaves” within the rebel states “are, and henceforward shall be free.” The 

proclamation also called for the recruitment and establishment of black military units among the 

Union forces. An estimated 180,000 African Americans went on to serve in the army, while another 

18,000 served in the navy. After the Emancipation Proclamation, backing the Confederacy was seen 

as favoring slavery. It became impossible for anti-slavery nations such as Great Britain and France, 

who had been friendly to the Confederacy, to get involved on behalf of the South. The proclamation 

also unified and strengthened Lincoln’s party, the Republicans, helping them stay in power for the 

next two decades. 
 

      The proclamation was a presidential order and not a law passed by Congress, so Lincoln then 

pushed for an antislavery amendment to the U.S. Constitution to ensure its permanence. With the 

passage of the 13th Amendment in 1865, slavery was eliminated throughout America (although 

blacks would face another century of struggle before they truly began to gain equal rights).  Lincoln’s 

handwritten draft of the final Emancipation Proclamation was destroyed in the Chicago Fire of 1871. 

Today, the original official version of the document is housed in the National Archives in 

Washington, D.C. 

 

 Sep 22 1914 – WWI:  German naval forces bombarded Papeete, Tahita in French Polynesia with the 

objective of seizing the coal piles stored on the island. 

 

 Sep 22 1914 – WWI:  U-boat devastates British squadron  »  In the North Sea, the German U-9 

submarine sinks three British cruisers, the Aboukir, the Hogue, and the Cressy, in just over one hour. 

The one-sided battle, during which 1,400 British sailors lost their lives, alerted the British to the 

deadly effectiveness of the submarine, which had been generally unrecognized up to that time. 
 

     The German U-boat was a submarine far more sophisticated than those built by other nations at the 

time. The typical U-boat was 214 feet long, carried 35 men and 12 torpedoes, and could travel 

underwater for two hours at a time. In the first few years of World War I, the U-boats took a terrible 

toll on Allied shipping. Germany’s quarantine of the British Isles was almost successful, but in 1917 

unrestricted U-boat attacks on neutral American vessels traveling to Britain prompted the U.S. 

entrance into the war. The infusion of American ships, troops, and arms into World War I turned the 

tide of the war against Germany. 

 

 Sep 22 1945 – WW2:  Patton questions necessity of Germany's "denazification"   »   Gen. George S. 

Patton tells reporters that he does not see the need for “this denazification thing” and compares the 
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controversy over Nazism to a “Democratic and Republican election fight.” Once again, “Old Blood 

and Guts” had put his foot in his mouth. 
 

 
 

     Descended from a long line of military men, Patton graduated from the West Point Military 

Academy in 1909 and served in the Tank Corps during World War I. As a result of this experience, 

Patton became a dedicated proponent of tank warfare. During World War II, as commander of the 

U.S. 7th Army, he captured Palermo, Sicily, in 1943 by just such means. Patton’s audacity made itself 

evident in 1944, when, as commander of the 3rd Army, he overran much of northern France in an 

unorthodox–and ruthless–strategy. 
 

     Along the way, Patton’s mouth proved as dangerous to his career as the Germans. When he 

berated and slapped a hospitalized soldier diagnosed with shell shock, but whom Patton accused of 

“malingering,” the press turned on him, and pressure was applied to cut him down to size. He might 

have found himself enjoying early retirement had not Generals Dwight Eisenhower and George 

Marshall intervened on his behalf. After several months of inactivity, he was put back to work. 
 

     And work he did–at the Battle of the Bulge, during which Patton once again succeeded in 

employing a complex and quick-witted strategy, turning the German thrust in Bastogne into an Allied 

counterthrust, driving the Germans east across the Rhine. In March 1945, Patton’s army swept 

through southern Germany into Czechoslovakia–which he was stopped by the Allies from capturing, 

out of respect for the Soviets’ postwar political plans for Eastern Europe. 
 

     Patton had many gifts, but diplomacy was not one of them. After the war, while stationed in 

Germany, he criticized the process of denazification, or the removal of former Nazi party members 

from positions of political, administrative, and governmental power, probably out of naivete more 

than anything else. Nevertheless, his impolitic press statements questioning the policy resulted in 

Eisenhower’s removing him as U.S. commander in Bavaria. He was transferred to the 15th Army 

Group, but in December 1945 he suffered a broken neck in a car accident and died less than two 

weeks later at the age of 60. 

 

 Sep 22 1961 – Cold War:  President Kennedy signs Peace Corps legislation »  In an important 

victory for his Cold War foreign policy, President John F. Kennedy signs legislation establishing the 

Peace Corps as a permanent government agency. Kennedy believed that the Peace Corps could 

provide a new and unique weapon in the war against communism. 
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 Sep 22 1964 – Vietnam:  Goldwater attacks Johnson's Vietnam policy  »  Presidential candidate and 

senator Barry Goldwater (R-AZ) charges that President Lyndon Johnson lied to the American people 

and that he is committing the United States to war “recklessly.” Having previously called the war 

“McNamara’s War,” he now described it as “Johnson’s War.” Goldwater said that the United States 

should do whatever it took to support U.S. troops in the war and that if the administration was not 

prepared to “take the war to North Vietnam,” it should withdraw. 

 

 Sep 22 1971 – Vietnam:  Medina is acquitted of all charges    »    Captain Ernest Medina is acquitted 

of all charges relating to the My Lai massacre of March 1968. His unit, Charlie Company, 1st 

Battalion, 20th Infantry, 11th Infantry Brigade (Light) of the 23rd (Americal) Division, was charged 

with the murder of over 200 Vietnamese civilians, including women and children, at My Lai 4, a 

cluster of hamlets that made up Son My village in Son Tinh District in Quang Ngai Province in the 

coastal lowlands of I Corps Tactical Zone. 
 

  
Medina and Calley 

 

     Medina had been charged with murder, manslaughter, and assault. All charges were dropped when 

the military judge at the Medina’s court martial made an error in instructing the jury. After the 

charges were dropped, Medina subsequently resigned from the service. There were 13 others charged 

with various crimes in conjunction with the My Lai massacre, but only one, Lt. William Calley, was 

found guilty. Calley was sentenced to life imprisonment for the murder of 22 civilians, but his 

sentence was reduced first to 20 years, then 10 years, and he was ultimately paroled by President 

Nixon in November 1974, after having served about one-third of his sentence. 

 

 Sep 22 1980 – Iran~Iraq War:  Long-standing border disputes and political turmoil in Iran prompt 

Iraqi President Saddam Hussein to launch an invasion of Iran’s oil-producing province of Khuzestan. 

After initial advances, the Iraqi offense was repulsed. In 1982, Iraq voluntarily withdrew and sought a 

peace agreement, but the Ayatollah Khomeini renewed fighting. Stalemates and the deaths of 

thousands of young Iranian conscripts in Iraq followed. Population centers in both countries were 

bombed, and Iraq employed chemical weapons. In the Persian Gulf, a “tanker war” curtailed shipping 

and increased oil prices. In 1988, Iran agreed to a cease-fire. 

 

 Sep 22 2006 – U.S. Navy:  The F-14 Tomcat is retired from the United States Navy. 
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-o-o-O-o-o- 

 

 Sep 23 1779 – American Revolution:  John Paul Jones wins in English waters  »  During the 

American Revolution, the U.S. ship Bonhomme Richard, commanded by John Paul Jones, wins a 

hard-fought engagement against the British ships of war Serapis and Countess of Scarborough, off the 

eastern coast of England. 
 

     Scottish-born John Paul Jones first sailed to America as a cabin boy and lived for a time in 

Fredericksburg, Virginia, where his brother had a business. He later served on slave and merchant 

ships and proved an able seaman. After he killed a fellow sailor while suppressing a mutiny, he 

returned to the American colonies to escape possible British prosecution. With the outbreak of the 

American Revolution in 1775, he traveled to Philadelphia and was commissioned a senior lieutenant 

in the new Continental Navy. He soon distinguished himself in actions against British ships in the 

Bahamas, the Atlantic Ocean and the English Channel. 
 

     In August 1779, Jones took command of the Bonhomme Richard and sailed around the British 

Isles. On September 23, the Bonhomme Richard engaged the Serapis and the smaller Countess of 

Scarborough, which were escorting the Baltic merchant fleet. After inflicting considerable damage to 

the Bonhomme Richard, Richard Pearson, the captain of the Serapis, asked Jones if he had struck his 

colors, the naval signal indicating surrender. From his disabled ship, Jones replied, “I have not yet 

begun to fight,” and after three more hours of furious fighting it was the Serapis and Countess of 

Scarborough that surrendered. After the victory, the Americans transferred to the Serapis from the 

Bonhomme Richard, which sank the following day. 
 

     Jones was hailed as a great hero in France, but recognition in the United States was somewhat 

belated. He continued to serve the United States until 1787 and then served briefly in the Russian 

navy before moving to France, where he died in 1792 amidst the chaos of the French Revolution. He 

was buried in an unmarked grave. In 1905, his remains were located under the direction of the U.S. 

ambassador to France and then escorted back to the United States by U.S. warships. His body was 

later enshrined in a crypt at the U.S. Naval Academy in Annapolis, Maryland. 

 

 Sep 23 1780 – American Revolution:  British Major John André is arrested as a spy by American 

soldiers exposing Benedict Arnold's change of sides. 

 

 Sep 23 1863 – Civil War:  Lincoln plans to send army to Chattanooga   »   President Abraham 

Lincoln meets with Secretary of War Edwin Stanton, several cabinet members, and military planners 

on September 23 to discuss the desperate situation at Chattanooga, Tennessee. Three days before, 
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Union General William Rosecrans’s army had been dealt a serious defeat at Chickamauga, Georgia, 

just south of Chattanooga. 

 

 Sep 23 1899 – Philippine American War:  American Asiatic Squadron destroys a Filipino battery at 

the Battle of Olongapo. 

 

 Sep 23 1917 – WWI:  German pilot Werner Voss shot down over Western Front  »   The German 

flying ace Werner Voss is shot down and killed during a dogfight with British pilots in the skies over 

Belgium, on the Western Front. Voss had amassed 42 victories in the air, earning the prestigious Pour 

le Merite award. 
 

 
 

 Sep 23 1936 – U.S. Military:  Gold Star Mother’s & Family’s Day »   During World War I, military 

family households would put a Service Flag in the windows of their homes. The Service Flag would 

have a deep Blue Star and/or a Gold Star for each family member that was serving our country. A 

Blue Star represented those who were alive and a Gold Star honored those who had lost their life. 
 

     In 1928, twenty-five mothers who resided in Washington, D.C., created a national organization 

known as American Gold Star Mother’s Inc. In 1936, as established in Title 36 § 111 of the United 

States Code, the last Sunday in September was designated as the Gold Star Mother’s and Family’s 

Day, which has been observed each year by a presidential proclamation. 

 

 Sep 23 1942 – WW2:  The Matanikau action on Guadalcanal begins. U.S. Marines attack Japanese 

units along the Matanikau River. 

 

 Sep 23 1943 – WW2:  Mussolini re-establishes a fascist regime in northern Italy  »  Benito 

Mussolini, deposed dictator of Italy, fashions a new fascist republic–by the leave of his new German 

masters–which he “rules” from his headquarters in northern Italy. 

 

 Sep 23 1944– WW2:  FDR defends his dog   »   During a campaign dinner with the International 

Brotherhood of Teamsters union, President Franklin D. Roosevelt makes a reference to his small dog, 

Fala, who had recently been the subject of a Republican political attack. The offense prompted 

Roosevelt to defend his dog’s honor and his own reputation. 
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      After addressing pertinent labor issues and America’s status in World War II, Roosevelt explained 

that Republican critics had circulated a story claiming that Roosevelt had accidentally left Fala behind 

while visiting the Aleutian Islands earlier that year. They went on to accuse the president of sending a 

Navy destroyer, at a taxpayer expense of up to $20 million, to go back and pick up the dog. Roosevelt 

said that though he and his family had “suffered malicious falsehoods” in the past, he claimed the 

right to “object to libelous statements about my dog.” Roosevelt went on to say that the desperate 

Republican opposition knew it could not win the upcoming presidential election and used Fala as an 

excuse to attack the president. He half-jokingly declared that his critics sullied the reputation of a 

defenseless dog just to distract Americans from more pressing issues facing the country. 
 

     Roosevelt was indeed attached to his dog. Fala, a small, black Scottish terrier, accompanied 

Roosevelt almost everywhere: to the Oval Office, on official state visits and on long, overseas trips 

including one to Newfoundland in 1941 during which Fala met British Prime Minister Winston 

Churchill. Roosevelt’s cousin, Margaret Suckley, had given Fala to the president in 1940 when Fala 

was still a puppy. Although Eleanor Roosevelt disapproved of having a dog in the White House, 

Roosevelt adamantly kept the dog by his side. Fala slept at the foot of his master’s bed and only the 

president had the authority to feed him; the White House kitchen staff sent up a bone for Fala every 

morning with Roosevelt’s breakfast tray. 
 

     After FDR’s death, Fala lived with Eleanor and, when the dog died in 1952 at the ripe old age of 

12, he was buried near the president at his family home in Hyde Park, New York. 

 

 

 Sep 23 1945 – Vietnam War:  The first American dies in Vietnam during the fall of Saigon to 

French forces.  

 

 Sep 23 1949 – Cold War:  Truman announces Soviets have exploded a nuclear device » In a 

surprisingly low-key and carefully worded statement, President Harry S. Truman informs the 

American people that the Soviets have exploded a nuclear bomb. The Soviet accomplishment, years 

ahead of what was thought possible by most U.S. officials, caused a panic in the American 

government. 
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     The United States developed the atomic bomb during the latter stages of World War II and 

dropped two bombs on Japan in August 1945. By the time of the bombings in Japan, relations 

between the United States and the Soviet Union were already crumbling. Many U.S. officials, 

including President Truman, came to see America’s atomic monopoly as a valuable asset in the 

developing Cold War with Russia. Most American officials, and even the majority of scientists in the 

United States, believed that it would be many years before the Soviets could develop an atomic bomb 

of their own, and by that time the United States would have achieved a vast numeric superiority. On 

September 3, 1949, however, U.S. scientists recorded seismic activity from inside the Soviet Union 

that was unmistakably the result of an underground nuclear test.  
 

     Truman, informed of this development, at first refused to believe it. He ordered his scientific and 

military advisers to recheck their data. Once they confirmed the results, however, Truman had to face 

the fact that America’s nuclear monopoly was gone. He also had to face the task of informing the 

American people, for the news was sure to leak. On 23 SEP, he issued a brief statement to the media. 

“We have evidence,” the statement read, “within recent weeks an atomic explosion occurred in the 

USSR.” The president attempted to downplay the seriousness of the event by noting that “The 

eventual development of this new force by other nations was to be expected. This probability has 

always been taken into account by us.” 
 

     What had not been taken into account by the U.S. government was the fact that the Soviets, like 

the Americans, had captured many German scientists after World War II who had been working on 

nuclear development. In addition, the United States was unaware of the scope of Soviet spy efforts to 

gain valuable information. Years ahead of what Americans thought possible, the Soviets had 

exploded a nuclear device. Truman reacted by requesting an intensive re-evaluation of America’s 

Cold War policies by the National Security Council. The report, issued to the president in early 1950, 

called for massive increases in military spending and a dramatic acceleration in the program to 

develop the next stage of nuclear weaponry—the hydrogen bomb. 

 

 Sep 23 1950 – Korean War:  The Battle of Hill 282   »   The first US friendly-fire incident on British 

Military personnel since World War II occurred. The mistaken air attack caused approximately 60 

casualties.  

 
 

 Sep 23 1965 – Vietnam War:  South Vietnam executes accused VC agents  »  Three accused Viet 

Cong agents held at Da Nang were executed at night by the South Vietnamese government to 

prevent foreign photographers from recording it, but nevertheless, the story got out. Three days later, 

a clandestine Viet Cong radio station announced North Vietnam’s execution of two U.S. soldiers 

held captive since 1963, as “war criminals.” 
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-o-o-O-o-o- 
 

 

 Sep 24 1776 – American Revolution:  Congress prepares instructions for negotiating treaty with 

France   »   The Continental Congress prepares instructions and guidance for the agents appointed to 

negotiate a treaty between the United States and France. The agents were also instructed to request 

immediate assistance in securing arms. However, it was not until the arrival of the suave Benjamin 

Franklin and the American victory at the Battle of Saratoga in October 1777 that the French became 

convinced that it was worth backing the Americans in a formal treaty. 

 

 Sep 24 1780 – American Revolution:  Benedict Arnold flees to British Army lines after his plot to 

surrender West Point is exposed by the arrest of British Major John André. 

 

 Sep 24 1914 – WWI:   In the Alsace-Lorraine area between France and Germany, the German Army 

captures St. Mihiel. 

 

 Sep 24 1915 – WWI:  Germany’s ally Bulgaria mobilizes troops on the Serbian border. 

 

 Sep 24 1918 – WWI:  Bulgaria seeks ceasefire with Allied powers  »  The government of Bulgaria 

issues an official statement announcing it had sent a delegation to seek a ceasefire with the Allied 

powers that would end Bulgaria’s participation in World War I. 
 

     After being secretly courted as an ally by both sides in the opening months of the war, Bulgaria 

had decided in favor of Germany and the Central Powers in October 1915. By the end of that same 

month, Bulgarian forces had clashed with Serbia’s army in the former Ottoman province on 

Macedonia, driving a wedge between Serbia and Allied forces in Greece that were attempting to 

come to that country’s aid. In the summer of 1916, Bulgaria invaded and occupied a section of then-

neutral Greece, mounting a major offensive in August that was only halted by British aerial and 

naval attacks. In April 1917, further British attacks against the Bulgarian trenches at Macedonia’s 

Lake Doiran proved unsuccessful, and the two sides remained locked in stalemate for much of the 

following year. 
 

     Over the course of 1918, as the Allies began to put more pressure on Germany on the Western 

Front, the Germans were forced to transfer many of their troops from the Salonika front—as the 

battlegrounds of northern Greece and Macedonia were known—where they had been aiding their 

Bulgarian allies. As a result, a planned Bulgarian offensive for that summer was canceled, 

contributing to disintegrating morale and growing discontent among the Bulgarian troops and on the 

home front, where people were starving. In mid-September, the Allies capitalized on the enemy’s 

weakness by launching their own offensive in Salonika, led by French General Louis Franchet 

d’Esperey. Less than a week after the initial attack against German and Bulgarian positions in 

Macedonia, the Allies had captured Lake Doiran. Defeat in Macedonia sparked unrest in the 

Bulgarian capital city, Sofia, including mutinies in the army garrison. 
 

     On 24 SEP, with British forces approaching the Bulgarian frontier—they would cross it the 

following day—the Bulgarian government issued a statement announcing that due to “the 

conjunction of circumstances which have recently arisen,” its authorities had “authorized the 

Commander-in-Chief of the army to propose to the Generalissimo of the armies of the Entente at 
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Salonika a cessation of hostilities and the entering into of negotiations for obtaining an armistice and 

peace.” Armistice talks began on 28 SEP, and Bulgaria formally exited World War I the following 

day, having lost a total of 90,000 soldiers over the course of the conflict. 

 

 Sept. 24 1918 – WWI:   Allies are completing a complicated shift of 820,000 troops as 600,000 

Americans from 15 divisions take over for 220,000 French and Italian troops. Soldiers are moving 

mostly at night over the three roads capable of handling heavy traffic in preparation of an Allied 

assault into the Meuse-Argonne region. The offensive is scheduled to begin in two days. 

 

 Sep 24 1941– WWII:  Japanese gather preliminary data on Pearl Harbor   »  The Japanese consul 

in Hawaii is instructed to divide Pearl Harbor into five zones and calculate the number of battleships 

in each zone—and report the findings back to Japan. 
 

     Relations between the United States and Japan had been deteriorating quickly since Japan’s 

occupation of Indo-China and the implicit menacing of the Philippines, an American protectorate. 

American retaliation included the seizing of all Japanese assets in the States and the closing of the 

Panama Canal to Japanese shipping. In September 1941, Roosevelt issued a statement, drafted by 

British Prime Minister Winston Churchill, that threatened war between the United States and Japan 

should the Japanese encroach any farther on territory in Southeast Asia or the South Pacific. 
 

     The Japanese military had long dominated Japanese foreign affairs. So, although official 

negotiations between the U.S. secretary of state and his Japanese counterpart to ease tensions were 

ongoing, Hideki Tojo, the minister of war who would soon be prime minister, had no intention of 

withdrawing from captured territories. He also construed the American “threat” of war as an 

ultimatum and prepared to deliver the first blow in a Japanese-American confrontation: the bombing 

of Pearl Harbor. 
 

      In September 1941, Nagai Kita, the Japanese consul in Hawaii, was told to begin carving up 

Pearl Harbor into five distinct zones and to determine the number of warships moored in each zone. 

Little did Japan know that the United States had intercepted the message; unfortunately, it had to be 

sent back to Washington for decrypting. Flights east were infrequent, so the message was sent via 

sea, a more time-consuming process. When it finally arrived at the capital, staff shortages and other 

priorities further delayed the decryption. When the message was finally unscrambled in mid-

October—it was dismissed as being of no great consequence. 

 

 Sep 24 1953 – Cold War:  United States will not "cringe" before Soviet weapons  »  In a speech that 

is by turns confrontational and sarcastic, Secretary of State John Foster Dulles declares that the 

United States will not “cringe or become panicky” in the face of Soviet nuclear weapons.  

 

 Sep 24 1957 – Little Rock, AR:  President Dwight D. Eisenhower sends 101st Airborne Division 

troops into Little Rock, Arkansas, to protect nine black students entering its newly integrated high 

school. 
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 Sep 24 1960 – U.S. Navy:  USS Enterprise (CVN-65), the world's first nuclear-powered aircraft 

carrier, is launched. 

 

 Sep 24 1960 – Vietnam War:  McNamara and Taylor assess situation in Vietnam   »   Secretary of 

Defense Robert McNamara and Gen. Maxwell Taylor, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, arrive in 

Vietnam. At President John F. Kennedy’s request, they were to determine whether South Vietnam’s 

military situation had deteriorated as a result of the continuing clash between the Ngo Dinh Diem 

government and the Buddhists over Diem’s refusal to institute internal political reform. 

 

 Sep 24 1967 – Vietnam War:  Political instability continues in South Vietnam   »   In Saigon, Hue, 

and Da Nang, demonstrations are staged against the recent election of President Nguyen Van Thieu 

and Vice President Nguyen Cao Ky, led by the militant Buddhist faction, who charge that the 

elections were rigged and demand that the Constituent Assembly cancel the results. 

 

 Sep 24 1970 – Cold War:  The Soviet Luna 16 lands, completing the first unmanned round trip to the 

moon. 

 

 Sep 24 1996 – UN:   Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty signed by representatives of 71 

nations at the UN; at present, five key nations have signed but not ratified it and three others have not 

signed. 

 

-o-o-O-o-o- 
 

 

 Sep 25 1775 – American Revolution: Ethan Allen is captured   »   Ethan Allen surrenders to British 

forces after attempting to capture Montreal during the Battle of Longue–Pointe. Benedict Arnold and 

his expeditionary company set off from Fort Western, bound for Quebec City.  

 

 Sep 25 1779 – American Revolution: Bill of Rights passes Congress   »   The first Congress of the 

United States approves 12 amendments to the U.S. Constitution, and sends them to the states for 

ratification. The amendments, known as the Bill of Rights, were designed to protect the basic rights of 

U.S. citizens, guaranteeing the freedom of speech, press, assembly, and exercise of religion; the right 
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to fair legal procedure and to bear arms; and that powers not delegated to the federal government 

were reserved for the states and the people. 
 

     Influenced by the English Bill of Rights of 1689, the Bill of Rights was also drawn from 

Virginia’s Declaration of Rights, drafted by George Mason in 1776. Mason, a native Virginian, was a 

lifelong champion of individual liberties, and in 1787 he attended the Constitutional Convention and 

criticized the final document for lacking constitutional protection of basic political rights. In the 

ratification process that followed, Mason and other critics agreed to approve the Constitution in 

exchange for the assurance that amendments would immediately be adopted. 
 

     In December 1791, Virginia became the 10th of 14 states to approve 10 of the 12 amendments, 

thus giving the Bill of Rights the two-thirds majority of state ratification necessary to make it legal. 

Of the two amendments not ratified, the first concerned the population system of representation, 

while the second prohibited laws varying the payment of congressional members from taking effect 

until an election intervened. The first of these two amendments was never ratified, while the second 

was finally ratified more than 200 years later, in 1992. 

 

 Sep 25 1846 – Mexican-American War:  Battle of Monterey » American forces led by Zachary 

Taylor capture the Mexican city of Monterrey. Casualties and losses:  US 531 - Mex 367. 

 

 Sep 25 1864 – Civil War:  Confederate president visits General Hood in Georgia   »  Jefferson 

Davis meets with General John Bell Hood at Hood’s Palmetto, Georgia, headquarters to discuss the 

recent misfortunes of the Army of Tennessee. Since Hood had assumed command of the army in July, 

he had launched an unsuccessful series of attacks on Union General William T. Sherman’s forces, 

endured a month-long siege in Atlanta, and was finally forced to abandon the city. Now, Davis 

journeyed to Georgia to shore up the sagging morale of his leader and troops. 

 

 Sep 25 1915 – WWI:  Battle of Loos begins  »  Following a four-day artillery bombardment along a 

six-and-a-half-mile front, British and French forces launch an attack on German positions at Loos, 

Belgium, beginning the Battle. Despite Allied numerical superiority, the Germans were able to 

successfully defend their positions.  At Loos, the British employed poisonous gas for the first time in 

the war, Casualties and losses:  Ger 60K, | Allied casualties 250K. 
 

 
 

 Sep 25 1918 – WWI:  Brazil declares war on Austria. 

 

 Sep 25 1925 – U.S. Navy:  USS S-51 (SS–162) – Sunk after collision with steamer City of Rome off 

Block Island, Rhode Island. 33 died. 
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 Sep 25 1937 – PreWW2:  German Chancellor Adolf Hitler meets with Italian Premier Benito 

Mussolini in Munich. 

 

 Sep 25 1938 – PreWW2:  President Franklin Roosevelt urges negotiations between Hitler and Czech 

President Edvard Benes over the Sudetenland. 

 

 Sep 25 1942 – WW2:  Gestapo headquarters targeted in Norway » British bombers attempt to take 

out the local headquarters of the German secret state police, the Gestapo, in Norway. They miss–but 

send some Nazis running for their lives. 

 

 Sep 25 1942 – WW2:  The War Labor Board orders equal pay for women in the United States. 

 

 Sep 25 1943 – WW2:  The Red Army retakes Smolensk from the Germans who are retreating to the 

Dnieper River in the Soviet Union. 

 

 Sep 25 1944 – WW2:  Operation Market Garden   »   British troops began their withdrawal from the 

Battle of Arnhem in the Netherlands, ending the Allies' Operation Market Garden in defeat.  

 

 Sep 25 1959 – Cold War: Eisenhower and Khrushchev meet for talks   »   Soviet leader Nikita 

Khrushchev caps his trip to the United States with two days of meetings with President Dwight D. 

Eisenhower. The two men came to general agreement on a number of issues, but a U-2 spy plane 

incident in May 1960 crushed any hopes for further improvement of U.S.-Soviet relations during the 

Eisenhower years. 
 

     Khrushchev arrived in the United States on September 15, 1959, for an extended visit and summit 

with Eisenhower. The first days of the Russian’s visit were a mixture of pomp, tourism, and a few 

moments of tension. While visiting Los Angeles, Khrushchev became infuriated by comments by the 

head of Twentieth Century Fox Studio and then threw a tantrum when he was barred from visiting 

Disneyland because of security concerns. On 25 SEP, however, the real business part of 

Khrushchev’s trip began as he and President Eisenhower met at Camp David in Maryland to begin 

two days of talks about the Cold War. Eisenhower indicated that he was going into the talks with high 

hopes, but also warned that progress would only come if the Soviets were willing to make 

concessions on several issues, notably Germany and Berlin. Khrushchev and his entourage also 

seemed optimistic about the talks. 
 

     After two days of meetings, the two leaders issued a joint communique. It suggested that both 

“agreed that these discussions have been useful in clarifying each other’s position on a number of 

subjects.” They hoped “their exchanges of views will contribute to a better understanding of the 

motives and position of each, and thus to the achievement of a just and lasting peace.” In particular, 

they believed that “the question of general disarmament is the most important one facing the world 

today.” There were no specific agreements or treaties, but both nations did resolve to reopen talks 

about Berlin and other issues related to cultural exchanges and trade. Eisenhower and Khrushchev 

also agreed to hold another summit in the near future and the president announced that he would visit 

the Soviet Union sometime in the next year. 
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     Unfortunately, the hopeful optimism generated by the September 1959 meeting did not last long. 

In May 1960, the Soviets shot down an American U-2 spy plane over Russia and captured the pilot. 

The Eisenhower administration compounded the situation by initially disclaiming any knowledge of 

espionage flights over the Soviet Union. A summit meeting scheduled for Geneva was scrapped, as 

were plans for Eisenhower to visit to the Soviet Union. 

 

 Sep 25 1965– Vietnam War:  Senator Charles Goodell (a maverick Republican from New York) 

proposes legislation that would require the withdrawal of U.S. troops from Vietnam by the end of 

1970, and bar the use of congressionally appropriated funds after December 1, 1970, for maintaining 

U.S. military personnel in Vietnam.  The legislation failed to pass, but it was followed by 10 similar 

proposals over the next three weeks by legislators.  

 

 Sep 25 1969 – Vietnam War:  Congressional opponents of Nixon Vietnam policy renew opposition   

»   Senator Charles Goodell (a maverick Republican from New York) proposes legislation that would 

require the withdrawal of U.S. troops from Vietnam by the end of 1970, and bar the use of 

congressionally appropriated funds after December 1, 1970, for maintaining U.S. military personnel 

in Vietnam. The legislation failed to pass, but it was followed by 10 similar proposals over the next 

three weeks by legislators including Senators Jacob Javits, Frank Church, and Mark Hatfield. 

 

 Sep 25 1969 – Vietnam War:  Two terrorist attacks occur near Da Nang in which 19 South 

Vietnamese die. Viet Cong commandos threw a grenade into a meeting place, killing four civilians 

and one policeman and wounding 26 others. At nearly the same time, a bus struck a mine 95 miles 

southeast of Da Nang killing 14 civilians. 

 

 Sep 25 2009 – Iran:  US President Barack Obama, British Prime Minister Gordon Brown, and 

French President Nicolas Sarkozy jointly accuse Iran of building a secret nuclear enrichment facility. 

 

-o-o-O-o-o- 

 

 Sep 26 1777 – American Revolution:  The British army launches a major offensive, capturing 

Philadelphia.  

 

 Sep 26 1820 - Old West:  The legendary frontiersman Daniel Boone dies quietly at the Defiance, 

Mo., home of his son Nathan, at age 85. 

 

 Sep 26 1864 – Civil War:  Rebels begin attack against Fort Davidson, Missouri   »   Confederate 

General Sterling Price invades Missouri and engages Union pickets near Fort Davidson at Pilot 

Knob. Price’s troops captured the fort within two days and scattered the Union defenders, but also 

suffered heavy losses. Some 1,000 of Price’s troops were killed or wounded, and the Confederates 

gained little in the way of strategic value or political impact. 

 

 Sep 26 1918 – WW1:  German Ace Ernst Udet shoots down two Allied planes, bringing his total for 

the war up to 62. 
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 Sep 26 1918 – WW1:  Meuse-Argonne offensive opens   »   At 5:30 on the morning of September 26, 

1918, after a six-hour-long bombardment over the previous night, more than 700 Allied tanks, 

followed closely by infantry troops, advance against German positions in the Argonne Forest and 

along the Meuse River. 
 

      Building on the success of earlier Allied offensives at Amiens and Albert during the summer of 

1918, the Meuse-Argonne offensive, carried out by 37 French and American divisions, was even 

more ambitious. Aiming to cut off the entire German 2nd Army, Allied Supreme Commander 

Ferdinand Foch ordered General John J. Pershing to take overall command of the offensive. 

Pershing’s American Expeditionary Force (AEF) was to play the main attacking role, in what would 

be the largest American-run offensive of World War I. 
 

      After some 400,000 U.S. troops were transferred with difficulty to the region in the wake of the 

U.S.-run attack at St. Mihiel, launched just 10 days earlier, the Meuse-Argonne offensive began. The 

preliminary bombardment, using some 800 mustard gas and phosgene shells, killed 278 German 

soldiers and incapacitated more than 10,000. The infantry advance began the next morning, supported 

by a battery of tanks and some 500 aircraft from the U.S. Air Service. 
 

      By the morning of the following day, the Allies had captured more than 23,000 German prisoners; 

by nightfall, they had taken 10,000 more and advanced up to six miles in some areas. The Germans 

continued to fight, however, putting up a stiff resistance that ultimately forced the Allies to settle for 

far fewer gains than they had hoped. 
 

      Pershing called off the Meuse-Argonne offensive on 30 SEP; it was renewed again just four days 

later, on 4 OCT. Exhausted, demoralized and plagued by the spreading influenza epidemic, the 

German troops held on another month, before beginning their final retreat. Arriving U.S. 

reinforcements had time to advance some 32 kilometers before the general armistice was announced 

on 11 NOV, bringing the First World War to a close. Casualties and losses: US 117,000 | FR 70,000 | 

GER 90~120,000. 

 

 Sep 26 1940 - WWII:  During the London Blitz, the underground Cabinet War Room suffers a hit 

when a bomb explodes on the Clive Steps. 

 

 Sep 26 1941 – U.S. Army:  The Army establishes the Military Police Corps. 
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 Sep 26 1944 – WW1I:  Allies slaughtered by Germans in Arnhem   »   Operation Market-Garden, a 

plan to seize bridges in the Dutch town of Arnhem, fails, as thousands of British and Polish troops 

are killed, wounded, or taken prisoner. 
 

      British Gen. Bernard Montgomery conceived an operation to take control of bridges that crossed 

the Rhine River, from the Netherlands into Germany, as a strategy to make “a powerful full-blooded 

thrust to the heart of Germany.” The plan seemed cursed from the beginning. It was launched on 17 

SEP, with parachute troops and gliders landing in Arnhem. Holding out as long as they could, 

waiting for reinforcements, they were compelled to surrender. Unfortunately, a similar drop of 

equipment was delayed, and there were errors in locating the proper drop location and bad 

intelligence on German troop strength. Added to this, bad weather and communication confused the 

coordination of the Allied troops on the ground. 
 

     The Germans quickly destroyed the railroad bridge and took control of the southern end of the 

road bridge. The Allies struggled to control the northern end of the road bridge, but soon lost it to 

the superior German forces. The only thing left was retreat-back behind Allied lines. But few made 

it: Of more than 10,000 British and Polish troops engaged at Arnhem, only 2,900 escaped. 
 

     Claims were made after the fact that a Dutch Resistance fighter, Christiaan Lindemans, betrayed 

the Allies, which would explain why the Germans were arrayed in such numbers at such strategic 

points. A conservative member of the British Parliament, Rupert Allason, writing under the named 

Nigel West, dismissed this conclusion in his A Thread of Deceit, arguing that Lindemans, while a 

double agent, “was never in a position to betray Arnhem.” Winston Churchill would lionize the 

courage of the fallen Allied soldiers with the epitaph “Not in vain.” Arnhem was finally liberated on 

April 15, 1945. 

 

 Sep 26 1945– Vietnam War:  First American soldier killed in Vietnam   »   Lt. Col. Peter Dewey, a 

U.S. Army officer with the Office of Strategic Services (OSS) in Vietnam, is shot and killed in 

Saigon. Dewey was the head of a seven-man team sent to Vietnam to search for missing American 

pilots and to gather information on the situation in the country after the surrender of the Japanese. 
 

 
 

      According to the provisions of the Potsdam Conference, the British were assigned the 

responsibility of disarming Japanese soldiers south of the 16th parallel. However, with the surrender 

of the Japanese, Ho Chi Minh and the Viet Minh declared themselves the rightful government of 

Vietnam. This angered the French colonial officials and the remaining French soldiers who had been 

disarmed and imprisoned by the Japanese. They urged British Maj. Gen. Douglas D. Gracey to help 
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them regain control. Gracey, not fond of the Viet Minh or their cause, rearmed 1,400 French soldiers 

to help his troops maintain order.  

 

     The next day these forces ousted the Viet Minh from the offices that they had only recently 

occupied. Dewey’s sympathies lay with the Viet Minh, many of whom were nationalists who did not 

want a return to French colonial rule. The American officer was an outspoken man who soon angered 

Gracey, eventually resulting in the British general ordering him to leave Indochina. On the way to the 

airport, accompanied by another OSS officer, Capt. Henry Bluechel, Dewey refused to stop at a 

roadblock manned by three Viet Minh soldiers. He yelled back at them in French and they opened 

fire, killing Dewey instantly. Bluechel was unhurt and escaped on foot. It was later determined that 

the Viet Minh had fired on Dewey thinking he was French. He would prove to be the first of nearly 

59,000 Americans killed in Vietnam. 

 

 Sep 26 1950 – Korea: General Douglas MacArthur’s American X Corps, fresh from the Inchon 

landing, links up with the U.S. Eighth Army after its breakout from the Pusan Perimeter.  

 

 Sep 26 1967 – Vietnam War:  Hanoi rejects a U.S. peace proposal. 

 

 Sep 26 1983 – Cold War:  Soviet military officer Stanislav Petrov averts a likely worldwide nuclear 

war by correctly identifying a report of an incoming nuclear missile as a computer error and not an 

American first strike. 
 

 
 

 

-o-o-O-o-o- 
 

 

 Sep 27 1779 – American Revolution:  John Adams appointed to negotiate peace terms with British  

»   The Continental Congress appoints John Adams to travel to France as minister plenipotentiary in 

charge of negotiating treaties of peace and commerce with Great Britain during the Revolutionary 

War. 
 

      Adams had traveled to Paris in 1778 to negotiate an alliance with France, but had been 

unceremoniously dismissed when Congress chose Benjamin Franklin as sole commissioner. Soon 

after returning to Massachusetts in mid-1779, Adams was elected as a delegate to the state 

convention to draw up a new constitution; he was involved in these duties when he learned of his 

new diplomatic commission. Accompanied by his young sons John Quincy and Charles, Adams 

sailed for Europe that November aboard the French ship Sensible, which sprang a leak early in the 

voyage and missed its original destination (Brest), instead landing at El Ferrol, in northwestern 
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Spain. After an arduous journey by mule train across the Pyrenees and into France, Adams and his 

group reached Paris in early February 1780. 
 

     While in Paris, Adams wrote to Congress almost daily (sometimes several letters a day) sharing 

news about British politics, British and French naval activities and his general perspective on 

European affairs. Conditions were unfavorable for peace at the time, as the war was going badly for 

the Continental Army, and the blunt and sometimes confrontational Adams clashed with the French 

government, especially the powerful Foreign Minister Charles Gravier, Comte de Vergennes. In 

mid-June, Adams began a correspondence with Vergennes in which he pushed for French naval 

assistance, antagonizing both Vergennes and Franklin, who brought the matter to the attention of 

Congress. 
 

      By that time, Adams had departed France for Holland, where he was attempting to negotiate a 

loan from the Dutch. Before the end of the year, he was named American minister to the 

Netherlands, replacing Henry Laurens, who was captured at sea by the British. In June 1781, 

capitulating to pressure from Vergennes and other French diplomats, Congress acted to revoke 

Adams’ sole powers as peacemaker with Britain, appointing Franklin, Thomas Jefferson, John Jay 

and Laurens to negotiate alongside him. 
 

     The tide of the war was turning in America’s favor, and Adams returned to Paris in October 1782 

to take up his part in the peace negotiations. As Jefferson didn’t travel to Europe and Laurens was in 

failing health after his release from the Tower of London, it was left to Adams, Jay and Franklin to 

represent American interests. Adams and Jay both distrusted the French government (in contrast 

with Franklin), but their differences of opinion and diplomatic styles allowed the team to negotiate 

favorable terms in the Peace of Paris (1783). The following year, Jefferson arrived to take Adams’ 

place as American minister to France, forming a lifelong bond with Adams and his family before the 

latter left to take up his new post as American ambassador to London and continue his distinguished 

record of foreign service on behalf of the new nation. 

 

 Sep 27 1779 – American Revolution:  The former president of the Continental Congress, John Jay, 

is appointed minister to Spain and tasked with winning Spanish support for the American Revolution 

and Spain’s recognition of America’s independence. 
 

 
 

 Sep 27 1864 – Civil War:  Confederate guerillas sack Centralia, Missouri   »   A guerilla band led 

by William “Bloody Bill” Anderson sacks the town of Centralia, Missouri, killing 22 unarmed 

Union soldiers before slaughtering more than 100 pursuing Yankee troops.  The Civil War in 

Missouri and Kansas was rarely fought between regular armies in the field. It was carried out 

primarily by partisan bands of guerilla fighters, and the atrocities were nearly unmatched. 
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 Sep 27 1869 – Old West:  Sheriff Wild Bill Hickok proves too wild for Kansas  »  While his brutal 

ways were indisputably effective, many Hays City citizens were less than impressed that after only 

five weeks in office he had already found it necessary to kill two men in the name of preserving 

peace. During the regular November election later that year, the people expressed their displeasure, 

and Hickok lost to his deputy, 144-89. Though Wild Bill Hickok would later go on to hold other law 

enforcement positions in the West, his first attempt at being a sheriff had lasted only three months 

 

 Sep 27 1915 – WWI:  Battle of Loos   »   On this day Second Lieutenant John Kipling of the British 

army, the only son of Nobel Prize-winning author Rudyard Kipling, is killed at the Battle, in the 

Artois region of France. 
 

     The Battle, part of a joint Allied offensive on the Western Front, began on September 25, 1915, 

and engaged 54 French and 13 British divisions on a front of some 90 kilometers running from Loos 

in the north to Vimy Ridge in the south. The death toll at Loos was greater than in any previous 

battle of the war. The names of the British soldiers killed on the opening day of battle alone filled 

four columns in London’s Times newspaper the following morning. The British made five separate 

attempts to push past German positions at the Bois Hugo forest before calling off the attack on 27 

SEP. One of the many officers reported “missing” after facing machine-gun fire and shellfire from 

the Bois Hugo was Second Lieutenant John Kipling. His body was never found; neither were those 

of several of his fellow officers. Twenty-seven soldiers under their command were also killed. 
 

     Rudyard Kipling, perhaps best-known for his classic children’s novel The Jungle Book (1894), 

later wrote a haunting elegy to his son, and to the legions of sons lost in the First World War: 
 

That flesh we had nursed from the first in all cleanness was given… 

To be blanched or gay-painted by fumes – to be cindered by fires – 

To be senselessly tossed and retossed in stale mutilation 

From crater to crater. For this we shall take expiation. 

But who shall return us our children? 

 

 Sep 27 1918 – WWI:  President Woodrow Wilson opens his fourth Liberty Loan campaign to 

support men and machines for World War I. 

 

 Sep 27 1938 – WW2:  Franklin Roosevelt appeals to Hitler for peace   »   President Franklin 

Roosevelt writes to German Chancellor Adolf Hitler regarding the threat of war in Europe. The 

German chancellor had been threatening to invade the Sudetenland of Czechoslovakia and, in the 

letter, his second to Hitler in as many days, Roosevelt reiterated the need to find a peaceful 

resolution to the issue. 
 

     The previous day, FDR had written to Hitler with an appeal to negotiate with Czechoslovakia 

regarding Germany’s desire for the natural and industrial resources of the Sudetenland rather than 

resort to force. Hitler responded that Germany was entitled to the area because of the “shameful” 

way in which the Treaty of Versailles, which had ended World War I, had made Germany a “pariah” 

in the community of nations. The treaty had given the Sudetenland, a territory that was believed by 

Hitler and many of his supporters to be inherently German, to the state of Czechoslovakia. 
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Therefore, Hitler reasoned, German invasion of the Sudetenland was justified, as annexation by 

Germany would simply mean returning the area to its cultural and historical roots. Hitler assured 

Roosevelt that he also desired to avoid another large-scale war in Europe. 
 

     In his letter of 27 SEP, Roosevelt expressed relief at Hitler’s assurances but re-emphasized his 

desire that “negotiations [between Germany and Czechoslovakia] be continued until a peaceful 

settlement is found.” FDR also suggested that a conference of all nations concerned with the current 

conflict be convened as soon as possible. He appealed to Hitler’s ego, saying “should you agree to a 

solution in this peaceful manner I am convinced that hundreds of millions throughout the world 

would recognize your action as an outstanding historic service to all humanity.” FDR then assured 

Hitler that the U.S. would remain neutral regarding European politics, but that America recognized a 

responsibility to be involved “as part of a world of neighbors.” 
 

     In the end, Hitler ignored the international community’s pleas for a peaceful solution and invaded 

Czechoslovakia in March 1939. The invasion was just the first in Hitler’s quest to control Europe 

and create a “Third Reich” of German geopolitical supremacy. 

 

 Sep 27 1939 – WW2:  Poland surrenders   »   Germany occupies Warsaw   »   On this day 140,000 

Polish troops are taken prisoner by the German invaders as Warsaw surrenders to the superior 

mechanized forces of Hitler’s army. The Poles fought bravely, but were able to hold on for only 26 

days. 
 

     On the heels of its victory, the Germans began a systematic program of terror, murder, and 

cruelty, executing members of Poland’s middle and upper classes: Doctors, teachers, priests, 

landowners, and businessmen were rounded up and killed. The Nazis had given this operation the 

benign-sounding name “Extraordinary Pacification Action.” The Roman Catholic Church, too, was 

targeted, because it was a possible source of dissent and counterinsurgency. In one west Poland 

church diocese alone, 214 priests were shot. And hundreds of thousands more Poles were driven 

from their homes and relocated east, as Germans settled in the vacated areas. 
 

      This was all part of a Hitler master plan. Back in August, Hitler warned his own officers that he 

was preparing Poland for that “which would not be to the taste of German generals”–including the 

rounding up of Polish Jews into ghettos, a prelude to their liquidation. All roads were pointing to 

Auschwitz. 

 

 Sep 27 1940 – WW2:  The Tripartite Pact is signed by Germany, Italy, and Japan   »  The Pact 

provided for mutual assistance should any of the signatories suffer attack by any nation not already 

involved in the war. This formalizing of the alliance was aimed directly at “neutral” America–

designed to force the United States to think twice before venturing in on the side of the Allies. The 

Pact provided for mutual assistance should any of the signatories suffer attack by any nation not 

already involved in the war. This formalizing of the alliance was aimed directly at “neutral” 

America–designed to force the United States to think twice before venturing in on the side of the 

Allies. 
 

     The Pact also recognized the two spheres of influence. Japan acknowledged “the leadership of 

Germany and Italy in the establishment of a new order in Europe,” while Japan was granted lordship 
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over “Greater East Asia.”  A footnote: There was a fourth signatory to the Pact-Hungary, which was 

dragged into the Axis alliance by Germany in November 1940. 

 

 Sep 27 1941 – WW2:  SS Patrick Henry is launched becoming the first of more than 2,700 Liberty 

ships.  

 

 
 

 Sep 27 1942 – WW2: Last day of the September Matanikau action on Guadalcanal as United States 

Marine Corps troops barely escape after being surrounded by Japanese forces near the Matanikau 

River.  

 

 Sep 27 1942 - WW2:  Australian forces defeat the Japanese on New Guinea in the South Pacific. 

 

 Sep 27 1944 – WW2: Kassel Mission – Results in the largest loss by a USAAF group on any mission 

in World War II. Casualties and losses: US 118 KIA & 25 of 29 B24's - GER 18 KIA & 29 Fighter 

planes. 

 

 Sep 27 1944 – WW2:  Thousands of British troops are killed as German forces rebuff their massive 

effort to capture the Arnhem Bridge across the Rhine River in Holland. 

 

 Sep 27 1950 – Korea:  U.S. Army and Marine troops liberate Seoul, South Korea.  

 

 Sep 27 1956 – Cold War:  The U.S. Air Force Bell X-2, the world’s fastest and highest-flying plane, 

crashes, killing the test pilot Milburn G. Apt. 
 

 
 

 Sep 27 1956 – Cold War:  Khrushchev ends trip to the United States   »   Khrushchev concluded his 

visit. He met briefly to exchange goodbyes with Eisenhower and then was escorted to the airport by 

Vice President Richard Nixon. A few months earlier, at the American National Exhibition in 

Moscow, Nixon and Khrushchev had engaged in the famous “kitchen debate” concerning the battle 

between communism and capitalism. Now, however, the two men were exhibited great goodwill 

http://r.search.yahoo.com/_ylt=AwrTcXk6jfVTCMIAXuajzbkF;_ylu=X3oDMTBpcGszamw0BHNlYwNmcC1pbWcEc2xrA2ltZw--/RV=2/RE=1408630202/RO=11/RU=http:/pinterest.com/pin/115827021638408358/RK=0/RS=QoDif9Y4W6F2bxxrom4K3cBE2cY-
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toward each other. With a 21-gun salute and a U.S. military band playing both the American and 

Soviet national anthems, Khrushchev boarded a Russian aircraft and returned to the Soviet Union. 

 

 Sep 27 1967 – Vietnam War:  Antiwar sentiment increases   »  An advertisement headed “A Call To 

Resist Illegitimate Authority,” signed by over 320 influential people (professors, writers, ministers, 

and other professional people), appears in the New Republic and the New York Review of Books, 

asking for funds to help youths resist the draft. 

 

 Sep 27 1967 – Vietnam War:  Thieu comments on Nixon's Vietnamization policy » President Nguyen 

Van Thieu says his government entertains no “ambition or pretense” to take over all fighting by the 

end of 1970, but given proper support South Vietnamese troops could replace the “bulk” of U.S. 

troops that year. Thieu said his agreement on any further U.S. troops withdrawals would hinge on 

whether his requests for equipment and funds for ARVN forces were granted. These comments were 

in response to President Nixon’s continued emphasis on “Vietnamizing” the war so that U.S. forces 

could be withdrawn. 

 

 Sep 27 1996 – Afghanistan:  The Taliban capture Afghanistan’s capital city, Kabul. 

 

-o-o-O-o-o- 
 

 

 Sep 28 1781 – American Revolution:  Battle of Yorktown begins   »   General George Washington, 

commanding a force of 17,000 French and Continental troops, begins the siege known as the Battle of 

Yorktown against British General Lord Charles Cornwallis and a contingent of 9,000 British troops at 

Yorktown, Virginia, in the most important battle of the Revolutionary War. 
 

     Earlier, the French fleet commanded by Francois, Count de Grasse, departed St. Domingue (the 

then-French colony that is now Haiti) for the Chesapeake Bay, just as Cornwallis chose Yorktown, at 

the mouth of the Chesapeake, as his base. Washington realized that it was time to act. He ordered 

Marquis de Lafayette and an American army of 5,000 troops to block Cornwallis’ escape from 

Yorktown by land while the French naval fleet blocked the British escape by sea. By 28 SEP, 

Washington had completely encircled Cornwallis and Yorktown with the combined forces of 

Continental and French troops. After three weeks of non-stop bombardment, both day and night, from 

cannon and artillery, Cornwallis surrendered to Washington in the field at Yorktown on October 17, 

1781, effectively ending the War for Independence. 
 

 
 

     Pleading illness, Cornwallis did not attend the formal surrender ceremony, held on 19 OCT. 

Instead, his second in command, General Charles O’Hara, carried Cornwallis’ sword to the American 
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and French commanders. Although the war persisted on the high seas and in other theaters, the Patriot 

victory at Yorktown ended fighting in the American colonies. Peace negotiations began in 1782, and 

on September 3, 1783, the Treaty of Paris was signed, formally recognizing the United States as a 

free and independent nation after eight years of war. 

 

 Sep 28 1864 – Civil War:   Union General William Rosecrans blames his defeat at Chickamauga on 

two of his subordinate generals. They are later exonerated by a court of inquiry.  

 

 Sep 28 1874 – Old West:   Colonel Ronald Mackenzie raids a war camp of Comanche and Kiowa at 

the Battle of Palo Duro Canyon, Texas, slaughtering 2,000 of their horses 

 

 Sep 28 1901 – Philippine-American War:  Filipino guerrillas kill more than forty American soldiers 

while losing 28 of their own in a surprise attack in the town of Balangiga on Samar Island.  

 

 Sep 28 1906 – Latin America Interventions:  U.S. troops reoccupy Cuba, stay until 1909. 

 

 Sep 28 1912 – U.S. Army:  Corporal Frank S. Scott becomes the first United States Army enlisted 

man to die in an airplane crash. He and pilot Lt. Lewis C. Rockwell are killed in the crash of an Army 

Wright Model B at College Park, Maryland.  

 

 Sep 28 1918 – WWI:  USS TAMPA Sunk  »  One of six U.S. Coast Guard cutters serving overseas on 

convoy duty during the war. After escorting her 19th convoy safely from Gibraltar to Great Britain, 

TAMPA, low on coal, detached and proceeded independently to Milford Haven, Wales. At 8:15 p.m. 

local time, the Imperial German Navy submarine UB-91 sighted her and fired a single torpedo that hit 

and destroyed the cutter. She went down with all hands in less than three minutes.  Of the 130 men 

aboard there were no survivors. 
 

 
 

 Sep 28 1918 – WWI:  British soldier allegedly spares the life of an injured Adolf Hitler   »    In an 

incident that would go down in the lore of World War I history—although the details of the event are 

still unclear—Private Henry Tandey, a British soldier serving near the French village of Marcoing, 

reportedly encounters a wounded German soldier and declines to shoot him, sparing the life of 29-

year-old Lance Corporal Adolf Hitler. 
 

     Tandey, a native of Warwickshire, took part in the First Battle of Ypres in October 1914 and the 

Battle of the Somme in 1916, where he was wounded in the leg. After being discharged from the 

hospital, he was transferred to the 9th Battalion in France and was wounded again during the Third 
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Battle of Ypres at Passchendaele in the summer of 1917. From July to October 1918, Tandey served 

with the 5th Duke of Wellington Regiment; it was during this time that he took part in the successful 

British capture of Marcoing, for which he earned a Victoria Cross for “conspicuous bravery.” 
 

     As Tandey later told sources, during the final moments of that battle, as the German troops were in 

retreat, a wounded German soldier entered Tandey’s line of fire. “I took aim but couldn’t shoot a 

wounded man,” Tandey remembered, “so I let him go.” The German soldier nodded in thanks, and 

disappeared. Though sources do not exist to prove the exact whereabouts of Adolf Hitler on that day 

in 1918, an intriguing link emerged to suggest that he was in fact the soldier Tandey spared. A 

photograph that appeared in London newspapers of Tandey carrying a wounded soldier at Ypres in 

1914 was later portrayed on canvas in a painting by the Italian artist Fortunino Matania glorifying the 

Allied war effort. As the story goes, when British Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain traveled to 

Germany in 1938 to engage Hitler in a last-ditch effort to avoid another war in Europe, he was taken 

by the führer to his new country retreat in Bavaria. There, Hitler showed Chamberlain his copy of the 

Matania painting, commenting, “That’s the man who nearly shot me.” 
 

 
 

     The authenticity of the Tandey-Hitler encounter remains in dispute, though evidence does suggest 

that Hitler had a reproduction of the Matania painting as early as 1937—a strange acquisition for a 

man who had been furious and devastated by the German defeat at Allied hands in the Great War. 

Twice decorated as a soldier, Hitler was temporarily blinded by a mustard gas attack in Belgium in 

October 1918 and was in a military hospital in Pacewalk, Germany, when he received news of the 

German surrender. The experiences of battle—first glory and ultimately disillusion and 

despondence—would color the rest of Hitler’s life and career, as he admitted in 1941, after leading 

his country into another devastating conflict: “When I returned from the War, I brought back home 

with me my experiences at the front; out of them I built my National Socialist community.” 

 

 Sep 28 1943 – WW2:  USS Cisco (SS-290)   »   Sunk by Japanese observation seaplane (945th 

Kokutai) and gunboat Karatsu in Sulu Sea off Panay Island. 76 killed  

 

 Sep 28 1968 – Vietnam War:  Battle for Thuong Duc - A battle begins for the Special Forces camp 

at Thuong Duc, situated between Da Nang and the Laotian border. The communists briefly captured 

the base before being driven out by air and artillery strikes. They then besieged the base, which was 

only lifted after a relief column, led by the U.S. 7th Marines, reached the base and drove the enemy 

forces out of the area. 
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 Sep 28 1996 – Afghanistan:   The former president of Afghanistan (1986-92) Mohammad Najibullah 

is tortured and murdered by the Taliban. 

 

-o-o-O-o-o- 

 

 Sep 29 1780 – American Revolution:  British spy John André court-martialed   »   British spy John 

André is court-martialed, found guilty and sentenced to death by hanging on this day in 1780. André, 

an accomplice of Benedict Arnold, had been captured by Patriots John Paulding, David Williams and 

Isaac Van Wart six days earlier on 23 SEP, after they found incriminating papers stashed in his boot. 

It was the discovery of these papers that revealed the traitorous actions of Benedict Arnold to the U.S. 

authorities. Upon hearing of André’s capture, Arnold fled to the British warship Vulture and 

subsequently joined the British in their fight against his country. 
 

 
 

     After being sentenced to death, André was allowed to write a letter to his commander, British 

General Henry Clinton. André also wrote a letter to General George Washington in which he asked, 

not that his life be spared, but that he be executed by firing squad. Death by firing squad was 

considered a more “gentlemanly” death than hanging. Even members of the Continental Army 

respected André’s bravery, including General Washington, who wanted to find a way to spare 

André’s life. Believing that André committed a lesser crime than Benedict Arnold, Washington wrote 

a letter to Clinton, stating that he would exchange André for Arnold, so that Arnold could be hanged 

instead. 
 

     When he did not receive a reply to his offer by 2 OCT, Washington wrote in his “general order” of 

the day, “That Major Andre General to the British Army ought to be considered as a spy from the 

Enemy and that agreeable to the law and usage of nations it is their opinion he ought to suffer death. 

“The Commander in Chief directs the execution of the above sentence in the usual way this afternoon 

at five o’clock precisely.” 

 

 Sep 29 1789 – U.S. Army:   Congress votes to create a U.S. army. Department of War establishes a 

regular army with a strength of several hundred men. 

 

 Sep 29 1864 – Civil War:  Battle of New Market Heights (Chaffin's Farm/Fort Harrison)   »   Union 

General Ulysses S. Grant unsuccessfully tries to break the stalemate around Richmond and 

Petersburg (25 miles south of Richmond) by attacking two points along the defenses of Confederate 

General Robert E. Lee.  The assault against Richmond, called the Battle of New Market Heights, and 

the assault against Petersburg, known as the Battle of Poplar Springs Church (or Peeble’s Farm), 

were both failures. However, they did succeed in keeping pressure on Lee and prevented him from 

sending reinforcements to the beleaguered Rebel General Jubal Early, who was fighting against 

General Philip Sheridan in Virginia’s Shenandoah Valley. Casualties and losses:  US 3300 | CSA 

2,000 
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 Sep 29 1899 – Vet Support:  Veterans of Foreign Wars (VFW) established. 

 

 Sep 29 1918 – WWI: Allied forces break through the Hindenburg Line  »   After a 56-hour-long 

bombardment, Allied forces breach the so-called Hindenburg Line, the last line of German defenses 

on the Western Front during World War I. 
 

    Built in late 1916, the Hindenburg Line—named by the British for the German commander in 

chief, Paul von Hindenburg; it was known to the Germans as the Siegfried Line—was a heavily 

fortified zone running several miles behind the active front between the north coast of France and 

Verdun, near the border of France and Belgium. By September 1918, the formidable system consisted 

of six defensive lines, forming a zone some 6,000 yards deep, ribbed with lengths of barbed wire and 

dotted with concrete emplacements, or firing positions. Though the entire line was heavily fortified, 

its southern part was most vulnerable to attack, as it included the St. Quentin Canal and was not out of 

sight from artillery observation by the enemy. Also, the whole system was laid out linearly, as 

opposed to newer constructions that had adapted to more recent developments in firepower and were 

built with scattered “strong points” laid out like a checkerboard to enhance the intensity of artillery 

fire. 
 

      The Allies would use these vulnerabilities to their advantage, concentrating all the force built up 

during their so-called “Hundred Days Offensive”—kicked off on August 8, 1918, with a decisive 

victory at Amiens, France—against the Hindenburg Line in late September. Australian, British, 

French and American forces participated in the attack on the line, which began with the marathon 

bombardment, using 1,637 guns along a 10,000-yard-long front. In the last 24 hours the British 

artillery fired a record 945,052 shells. After capturing the St. Quentin Canal with a creeping barrage 

of fire—126 shells for each 500 yards of German trench over an eight-hour period—the Allies were 

able to successfully breach the Hindenburg Line on 29 SEP. 
 

     The offensive was driven ahead by Australian and U.S. troops, who attacked the heavily fortified 

town of Bellicourt with tank, aircraft and artillery support. After four days of battle, with heavy losses 

on both sides, the Germans were forced to retreat. With Kaiser Wilhelm II pressured by the military 

into accepting governmental reform and Germany’s ally, Bulgaria, suing for an armistice by the end 

of September, the Central Powers were in disarray on the battlefield as well as the home front. The 

Allies, meanwhile, pressed their advantage on the Western Front throughout the following month, 

which would, against their predictions, turn out to be the final month of World War I. 

 

 Sep 29 1939 – WW2:  Nazis and communists divvy up Poland   »  On this day Germany and the 

Soviet Union agree to divide control of occupied Poland roughly along the Bug River–the Germans 

taking everything west, the Soviets taking everything east. 

 

      As a follow-up to the Ribbentrop-Molotov Pact, (also known as the Hitler-Stalin Pact), that 

created a non-aggression treaty between the two behemoth military powers of Germany and the 

U.S.S.R., Joachim von Ribbentrop, the German foreign minister, met with his Soviet counterpart, 

V.M. Molotov, to sign the German-Soviet Boundary and Friendship Treaty. The fine print of the 

original non-aggression pact had promised the Soviets a slice of eastern Poland; now it was merely a 

matter of agreeing where to draw the lines. 
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     Joseph Stalin, Soviet premier and dictator, personally drew the line that partitioned Poland. 

Originally drawn at the River Vistula, just west of Warsaw, he agreed to pull it back east of the 

capital and Lublin, giving Germany control of most of Poland’s most heavily populated and 

industrialized regions. In return, Stalin wanted Lvov, and its rich oil wells, as well as Lithuania, 

which sits atop East Prussia. Germany now had 22 million Poles, “slaves of the Greater German 

Empire,” at its disposal; Russia had a western buffer zone. 

 

     On this same day, the Soviet Union also signed a Treaty of Mutual Assistance with the Baltic 

nation of Estonia, giving Stalin the right to occupy Estonian naval and air bases. A similar treaty 

would later be signed with Latvia. Soviet tanks eventually rolled across these borders, in the name of 

“mutual assistance,” placing the Baltic States into the hands of the U.S.S.R. for decades to come. 

These “treaties” were once again merely the realization of more fine print from the Ribbentrop-

Molotov Pact, giving Stalin more border states as buffer zones, and protecting Russian territory 

where the Bolshevik ideology had not been enthusiastically embraced from intrusion by its western 

neighbor, namely its non-aggression partner Germany. The highly vulnerable Baltic nations had 

little to say about any of these arrangements; they were merely annexed. 

 

 Sep 29 1941– WW2:  Babi Yar massacre begins   »   The Babi Yar massacre of nearly 34,000 Jewish 

men, women, and children begins on the outskirts of Kiev in the Nazi-occupied Ukraine. 
 

 
 

     The German army took Kiev on 19 SEP, and special SS squads prepared to carry out Nazi leader 

Adolf Hitler’s orders to exterminate all Jews and Soviet officials found there. Beginning on that day, 

more than 30,000 Jews were marched in small groups to the Babi Yar ravine to the north of the city, 

ordered to strip naked, and then machine-gunned into the ravine. The massacre ended on 30 SEP and 

the dead and wounded alike were covered over with dirt and rock. 
 

     Between 1941 and 1943, thousands more Jews, Soviet officials, and Russian prisoners of war were 

executed at the Babi Yar ravine in a similar manner. As the German armies retreated from the USSR, 

the Nazis attempted to hide evidence of the massacres by exhuming the bodies and burning them in 

large pyres. Numerous eyewitnesses and other evidence, however, attest to the atrocities at Babi Yar, 

which became a symbol of Jewish suffering in the Holocaust. 

 

 Sep 29 1953 – Cold War:   Russians want the American dream   »   An article in the New York 

Times claims that Russian citizens want the “American dream”: private property and a home of their 

own. The article was one of many that appeared during the 1950s and 1960s, as the American media 

attempted to portray the average Russian as someone not much different from the average American. 
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 Sep 29 1965 – Vietnam:  Hanoi announces that downed pilots will be treated as war criminals   »   

Hanoi publishes the text of a letter it has written to the Red Cross claiming that since there is no 

formal state of war, U.S. pilots shot down over the North will not receive the rights of prisoners of 

war (POWs) and will be treated as war criminals.  

 

 Sep 29 1969 – Vietnam:  Intelligence Agency (CIA) drops charges against Green Berets  »   

Secretary of the Army Stanley Resor announces that the U.S. Army, conceding that it is helpless to 

enlist the cooperation of the Central murder charges (of August 6) against eight Special Forces 

accused of killing a Vietnamese national. 

 

 Sep 29 1995 – U.S. Navy:  The Navy disbands Fighter Squadron 84 (VF–84), nicknamed the "Jolly 

Rogers". 

 
 

-o-o-O-o-o- 
 

    Sep 30 1776 – American Revolution:  Washington blames militia for problems  »  In a letter to his 

nephew, Lund Washington, plantation manager of Mount Vernon, General George Washington 

writes on this day in 1776 of his displeasure with the undisciplined conduct and poor battlefield 

performance of the American militia. Washington blamed the Patriot reliance on the militia as the 

chief root of his problems in the devastating loss of Long Island and Manhattan to the British. 
 

     In his letter, Washington wrote, “I am wearied to death all day with a variety of perplexing 

circumstances, disturbed at the conduct of the militia, whose behavior and want of discipline has 

done great injury to the other troops, who never had officers, except in a few instances, worth the 

bread they eat.” Washington added, “In confidence I tell you that I never was in such an unhappy, 

divided state since I was born.” 
 

     Just as the British had discovered the difficulties of waging war with obstreperous Yankees for 

soldiers during the Seven Years’ War, Washington, the Virginia planter-cum-soldier, was 

unimpressed upon meeting his supposed army outside Boston upon his appointment as commander 

in chief of Continental forces in 1775. Just as the British had, he saw “stupidity” among the enlisted 

men, who were used to the easy familiarity of being commanded by neighbors in local militias with 

elected officers. Washington promptly insisted that the officers behave with decorum and the 

enlisted men with deference. Although he enjoyed some success with this original army, the New 

Englanders went home to their farms at the end of 1775, and Washington had to start fresh with new 

recruits in 1776. 
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Friedrich, Freiherr von Steuben 

 

     Washington fought an uphill battle for military order until Friedrich, Freiherr von Steuben arrived 

at General Washington’s encampment at Valley Forge on February 23, 1778. The Prussian military 

officer commenced training soldiers in close-order drill, instilling new confidence and discipline in 

the demoralized Continental Army. Before von Steuben’s arrival, colonial American soldiers were 

notorious for their slovenly camp conditions. Von Steuben insisted on reorganization to establish 

basic hygiene, ordering that kitchens and latrines be put on opposite sides of the camp, with latrines 

facing a downhill slope. Just having latrines was a novelty to the Continental troops, who were 

accustomed to living in their own filth. 
 

     On the merit of his efforts at Valley Forge, Washington recommended that von Steuben be named 

inspector general of the Continental Army; Congress complied. In this capacity, von Steuben 

propagated his methods throughout the Patriot forces by circulating his “Blue Book,” entitled 

“Regulations for the Order and Discipline of the Troops of the United States.” 

 

 Sep 30 1864 – Civil War:  Battle of Poplar Springs Church (Peeble’s Farm) »  In an attempt to cut 

the last rail line into Petersburg, Virginia, Union troops attack the Confederate defense around the 

besieged city.  Initially successful, the attack ground to a halt when Confederate reinforcements were 

rushed into place from other sections of the Petersburg line. Casualties and losses:  US 2800 | CSA 

1300 

 

 Sep 30 1918 – WWI:  Turks abandon Damascus as Allies approach » As Allied forces led by 

General Edmund Allenby march steadily toward Damascus, Turkish authorities abandon the city. 

When the Allies occupied Damascus, Arab riflemen fired their guns in the air to celebrate the fall of 

the Turks in that city. Barely a month later, Turkey sued for peace, signing an armistice with the 

Allies on October 30, 1918. 

 

 Sep 30 1938 – PreWW2:  The League of Nations unanimously outlaws "intentional bombings of 

civilian populations". 

 

 Sep 30 1938 – PreWW2:  Munich Pact signed   »  British and French prime ministers Neville 

Chamberlain and Edouard Daladier sign the Munich Pact with Nazi leader Adolf Hitler. The 

agreement averted the outbreak of war but gave Czechoslovakia away to German conquest. 
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    In the spring of 1938, Hitler began openly to support the demands of German-speakers living in 

the Sudeten region of Czechoslovakia for closer ties with Germany. Hitler had recently annexed 

Austria into Germany, and the conquest of Czechoslovakia was the next step in his plan of creating a 

“greater Germany.” The Czechoslovak government hoped that Britain and France would come to its 

assistance in the event of German invasion, but British Prime Minister Chamberlain was intent on 

averting war. He made two trips to Germany in September and offered Hitler favorable agreements, 

but the Fuhrer kept upping his demands. 
 

     On 22 SEP, Hitler demanded the immediate cession of the Sudetenland to Germany and the 

evacuation of the Czechoslovak population by the end of the month. The next day, Czechoslovakia 

ordered troop mobilization. War seemed imminent, and France began a partial mobilization on 24 

SEP. Chamberlain and French Prime Minister Daladier, unprepared for the outbreak of hostilities, 

traveled to Munich, where they gave in to Hitler’s demands on 30 SEP. 
 

     Daladier abhorred the Munich Pact’s appeasement of the Nazis, but Chamberlain was elated and 

even stayed behind in Munich to sign a single-page document with Hitler that he believed assured 

the future of Anglo-German peace. Later that day, Chamberlain flew home to Britain, where he 

addressed a jubilant crowd in London and praised the Munich Pact for bringing “peace with honor” 

and “peace in our time.” The next day, Germany annexed the Sudetenland, and the Czechoslovak 

government chose submission over destruction by the German Wehrmacht. In March 1939, Hitler 

annexed the rest of Czechoslovakia, and the country ceased to exist. 
 

     On September 1, 1939, 53 German army divisions invaded Poland despite British and French 

threats to intervene on the nation’s behalf. Two days later, Chamberlain solemnly called for a British 

declaration of war against Germany, and World War II began. After eight months of ineffectual 

wartime leadership, Chamberlain was replaced as prime minister by Winston Churchill. 

 

 Sep 30 1949 – Cold War:  Berlin Airlift ends   »   After 15 months and more than 250,000 flights, 

the Berlin Airlift officially comes to an end. The airlift was one of the greatest logistical feats in 

modern history and was one of the crucial events of the early Cold War. 
 

     In June 1948, the Soviet Union suddenly blocked all ground traffic into West Berlin, which was 

located entirely within the Russian zone of occupation in Germany. It was an obvious effort to force 

the United States, Great Britain, and France (the other occupying powers in Germany) to accept 

Soviet demands concerning the postwar fate of Germany. As a result of the Soviet blockade, the 

people of West Berlin were left without food, clothing, or medical supplies. Some U.S. officials 
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pushed for an aggressive response to the Soviet provocation, but cooler heads prevailed and a plan for 

an airlift of supplies to West Berlin was developed.  
 

 

C-47s unloading at Tempelhof, formed the nucleus of the airlift until September when the larger and  

faster four engine C-54s capable of hauling 10 tons had been put into service. 

 

     It was a daunting task: supplying the daily wants and needs of so many civilians would require 

tons of food and other goods each and every day. On June 26, 1948, the Berlin Airlift began with U.S. 

pilots and planes carrying the lion’s share of the burden. During the next 15 months, 277,264 aircraft 

landed in West Berlin bringing over 2 million tons of supplies. On September 30, 1949, the last 

plane–an American C-54–landed in Berlin and unloaded over two tons of coal. Even though the 

Soviet blockade officially ended in May 1949, it took several more months for the West Berlin 

economy to recover and the necessary stockpiles of food, medicine, and fuel to be replenished. 
 

     The Berlin Airlift was a tremendous Cold War victory for the United States. Without firing a shot, 

the Americans foiled the Soviet plan to hold West Berlin hostage, while simultaneously 

demonstrating to the world the “Yankee ingenuity” for which their nation was famous. For the 

Soviets, the Berlin crisis was an unmitigated disaster. The United States, France, and Great Britain 

merely hardened their resolve on issues related to Germany, and the world came to see the Russians 

as international bullies, trying to starve innocent citizens. 

 

 Sep 30 1950 – Korea: U.N. forces cross the 38th parallel as they pursue the retreating North Korean 

Army. 

 

 Sep 30 1954 – U.S. Navy:  The USS Nautilus » The world’s first nuclear submarine is 

commissioned by the U.S. Navy. The Nautilus was constructed under the direction of U.S. Navy 

Captain Hyman G. Rickover, a brilliant Russian-born engineer who joined the U.S. atomic program 

in 1946. In 1947, he was put in charge of the navy’s nuclear-propulsion program and began work on 

an atomic submarine. Regarded as a fanatic by his detractors, Rickover succeeded in developing and 

delivering the world’s first nuclear submarine years ahead of schedule. In 1952, the Nautilus’ keel 

was laid by President Harry S. Truman, and on January 21, 1954, first lady Mamie Eisenhower 

broke a bottle of champagne across its bow as it was launched into the Thames River at Groton, 

Connecticut. Commissioned on September 30, 1954, it first ran under nuclear power on the morning 

of January 17, 1955. 
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     Much larger than the diesel-electric submarines that preceded it, the Nautilus stretched 319 feet 

and displaced 3,180 tons. It could remain submerged for almost unlimited periods because its atomic 

engine needed no air and only a very small quantity of nuclear fuel. The uranium-powered nuclear 

reactor produced steam that drove propulsion turbines, allowing the Nautilus to travel underwater at 

speeds in excess of 20 knots. 
 

 
 

     In its early years of service, the USS Nautilus broke numerous submarine travel records and in 

August 1958 accomplished the first voyage under the geographic North Pole. After a career 

spanning 25 years and almost 500,000 miles steamed, the Nautilus was decommissioned on March 

3, 1980. Designated a National Historic Landmark in 1982, the world’s first nuclear submarine went 

on exhibit in 1986 as the Historic Ship Nautilus at the Submarine Force Museum in Groton, 

Connecticut. 

 

 Sep 30 1964 – Vietnam:  First large scale antiwar demonstration staged at Berkeley » The 

demonstration is staged at the University of California at Berkeley, by students and faculty opposed 

to the war. Nevertheless, polls showed that a majority of Americans supported President Lyndon 

Johnson’s policy on the war. 

 

 Sep 30 1968 – Vietnam War:  Humphrey announces that he would halt the bombing of North 

Vietnam » Apparently trying to distance himself from Johnson’s policies, Democratic presidential 

candidate Hubert Humphrey announces that, if elected, he would halt the bombing of the North if 

there was any “evidence, direct or indirect, by deed or word, of communist willingness” to restore the 

Demilitarized Zone between North and South Vietnam. 

 

 Sep 30 1968 – Vietnam War:  The 900th US aircraft is shot down over the North and the USS New 

Jersey, the world’s only active battleship, arrives in Vietnamese waters and begins bombarding the 

Demilitarized Zone from her station off the Vietnamese coast. 

 
 

[Source:  http://www.history.com/this-day-in-history  & https://www.historycentral.com | July 2019 

++] 
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